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ABSTRACT  

Mendoza, M. A. G. (2018). How Far I’ll Flow: A Cross-Platform Analysis of the Online 

Programming of Buzzfeed’s The Try Guys. Unpublished Undergraduate Thesis, 

University of the Philippines, College of Mass Communication. 

 

Online programmers are responsible for sustaining audiences through platform 

affordances and traditional programming strategies to overcome the competitive, 

interactive, and accessible nature of digital media. This study investigates how 

programming applies to Facebook and YouTube in facilitating the audience flow and 

delivering the commodified market to advertisers. With Critical Political Economy 

utilized as a lens, this research examines the capitalist online media that drive, organize, 

and over-determine programming content and platforms to meet corporate interests.  

 

Through the programming and cross-platform analyses, it was determined that 

online programmers take advantage of architectural information and platform affordances 

in delivering content that are novel, trendy, and engaging. This new practice of 

programming allows online programmers to decide on and program options available to 

online users without the feeling of imposing content while still fulfilling their role as 

‘middlemen’ to audiences and advertisers.  

 

 

Keywords: programming, audience flow, critical political economy, cross-platform, 

affordances, architectural information 
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ABSTRAKT 

Mendoza, M. A. G. (2018). How Far I’ll Flow: A Cross-Platform Analysis of the Online 

Programming of Buzzfeed’s The Try Guys. Unpublished Undergraduate Thesis, 

University of the Philippines, College of Mass Communication. 

 

Tungkulin ng online programmers ang pagpapanatili ng madla gamit ang 

platform affordances at tradisyunal na stratehiyang programming upang madaig ang 

mapagkumpitensya at malayang kalikasan ng digital media. Iniimbestigahan ng pag-aaral 

na ito kung papaano ginagamit ang programming sa Facebook at YouTube upang 

pangasiwaan ang audience flow at pagkakitaan ang madla ng mga advertisers. Gamit ang 

Critical Political Economy bilang lente, sinusuri ng pag-aaral na ito ang kapitalistang 

online media na nagdidikta ng nilalaman at organisasyon ng isang platform upang 

makamit ang interes ng iba’t ibang mga korporasyon. 

Sa pamamagitan ng mga programming at cross-platform analyses, lumalabas sa 

datos na pinakikinabangan ng online programmers ang architectural information at 

platform affordances upang makapagtanghal ng patok at nakakahalinang nilalaman para 

sa madla.  Ang bagong kasanayan na ito ay nakatutulong sa pagdedesisyon ng mga online 

programmers nang hindi namemwersa ng madla habang patuloy na tinutugunan ang 

kanilang tungkulin bilang ‘middlemen’ sa pagitan ng madla at advertisers. 

 

 

Keywords: stratehiyang programming, audience flow, critical political economy, cross-

platform, affordances, architectural information 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Background of the Study 

 Programming is the art and skill of organizing and managing units of content. 

According to Eastman and Ferguson (2013), this practice refers to the outcome and 

process of selecting, scheduling, promoting, and evaluating programs. From choosing 

content most suitable for the network’s target market to designing a promotional plan and 

calendar of broadcasts, programmers are responsible for the multifunctional practice of 

programming for every broadcast medium. This rather complex and intricate process 

explains and emphasizes programming as a vital element in the broadcast industry since 

it is responsible for attracting and sustaining the highest possible number of audiences to 

advertisers (Eastman & Ferguson, 2013).  

 Programmers put audiences as a priority when programming content. They 

pattern and structure content based on the characteristics of their target market, 

considering their collective preferences, behavior, and lifestyles. This commitment to 

audience-centric strategies is reflected in Eastman and Ferguson’s five elements of 

programming: compatibility, habit formation, control of audience flow, conservation of 

program resources and breadth of appeal. The aforementioned elements allow 

programmers to connect with audiences and adapt to their interests  – capitalizing on 

resulting traction and market loyalty. Understanding audiences then becomes key in 

constructing programming strategies that bring in an optimal size of audiences per unit of 
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content. Ultimately, the interests of audiences matter to programmers because it is 

beneficial to meet the interests of every programmer’s primary concern, the advertisers.  

 While programming is prominently utilized in the traditional broadcast media of 

television and radio, it has adapted and developed as well with the digitization of media. 

According to Ferguson (2013), the online world changed the relationship and degree of 

interactivity between users and programmers. Online programmers are given the 

challenge of appealing to and controlling online audiences of the highly interactive and 

accessible nature of digital media. This new landscape encourages a more competitive 

marketplace for programmers to adjust to and overcome.  

 The five elements of programming are significantly affected by the user-oriented 

nature of the digital media. Since audiences are free to choose from an abundant menu of 

options the Internet can provide them with, it is essential for online programmers to apply 

particular programming strategies to draw in and maximize the inflow of audiences. 

From the five elements, it is the audience flow in particular that is affected by the 

substantial number and types of content available for online users. This poses the difficult 

task of securing audiences against competitors.  Similar to the primary objective of 

traditional programming, delivering the greatest number of target audiences to advertisers 

remains the priority of online programmers. Therefore, it is vital for these programmers 

to both apply traditional programming strategies and come up with new ones to stay 

relevant and necessary to their online audiences.   
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Statement of the Problem and Objectives 

Despite the helpful and prevalent practice of broadcast programming, there is 

limited research literature on online programming. Most literature discuss the 

management of the online versions of television and radio content and not so much on the 

original made-for-online content. There remains the lack of analysis on the disruption of 

the digital media to the facilitation of audience flow, content management, and other 

online programming strategies. This study examines how social media platforms apply 

online programming to sustain the flow of their audiences. Specifically, it investigates the 

different programming strategies that Facebook and YouTube apply in order to 

effectively control and commodify audiences.  

 To address my inquiry on online cross-platform programming, I outline the 

following steps I undertake in this study: 

1. To identify the applied programming strategies and approaches of 

BuzzFeed’s The Try Guys on its Facebook Page and YouTube Viewing 

Page; 

2. To correlate the relationship of the platform affordances and architectural 

information to the online programming of the Facebook Page and 

YouTube Viewing Page of The Try Guys; 

3. To analyze the relationship between the programming strategies of 

Facebook and YouTube in sustaining the audience flow from one platform 

to another; 

4. To investigate the impact of Squad Wars in the programming of The Try 

Guys on both its Facebook Page and YouTube Viewing Page; and 
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5. To critique the cross-platform programming strategies as an opportunity to 

discuss the monetization and commodification of audiences. 

 

Significance of the Study 

The practice of online programming is an intricate and important process that 

demands careful research and assessment from programmers and experts of the field of 

media. The processes of selecting, scheduling, promoting, and evaluating demonstrate its 

significance in securing audiences, meeting the needs of advertisers, and ultimately 

sustaining the production and distribution of content. With the digitization of media, 

programmers are provided with the additional challenge of considering the user-oriented 

and accessible nature of the new media in coming up and applying new strategies for 

programming. This study provides opportunities for media practitioners, particularly 

online programmers to learn about the relevance of traditional programming strategies in 

organizing and managing content online. The gathered data serves as concrete basis in 

identifying and developing new online programming strategies that may be substantial 

for different content producers. The findings of this study can help further the literature 

on programming and related fields such as advertising and new media.   

Beyond the usefulness of programming, particularly online programming to 

media practitioners, this study focuses on the practice’s profit-driven nature and 

commodified relationship with audiences. According to Ferguson (2013), the main 

objective of programming for advertiser-supported media is to deliver the greatest 

number of targeted audiences to advertisers. The outcome of programming is aimed at 

turning audiences into commodities for advertisers. This is supported by critical political 
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economist Smythe (1981), who argues that audience commodity exists in the marketing 

of an advertiser’s product. In 1994, Smythe also asserts the exploitation of audiences – 

characterizing their role as laborers and instruments for the economic profit of the 

capitalistic media (Smythe, 1994). This study on online programming concretizes the 

relationship of audiences and advertisers, as mediated by the ‘middlemen’ or the 

programmers. Ultimately, this study provides an essential opportunity to examine the 

monetization and commodification of audiences through the utilization of programming 

strategies.   

Finally, this study furthers the literature on the commercialization of the Internet. 

It focuses on online programming, as enforced by the perspective of sustaining the 

audience flow, that investigates and indicates the developing structure imposed by online 

media corporations and conglomerates. According to Schiller (2007), there exists a shift 

from the free and democratic infrastructure of the Internet to a privatized and 

commodified online structure. This study substantiates this existing phenomenon of the 

highly commercialized Internet, as evidenced by the development of programming 

strategies, audience analytics, and profit-generating offshoots of Facebook and YouTube. 

Essentially, this study attests to the transition of the Internet from a free space for content 

to a privatized space for audiences to consume content.  

 

Scope  

 This study is centered on the programming of online platforms as a manifestation 

of the Critical Political Economy of the digital media. BuzzFeed’s The Try Guys is used 

as a case study to understand how their programming strategies on Facebook and 
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YouTube work and interact with each other in order to facilitate the audience flow from 

one unit of content to another.  

 This qualitative research study is limited to three major analyses: examining the 

user interface, architectural information, and affordance of each platform, identifying the 

online programming strategies applied to The Try Guys Facebook page and 

BuzzFeedVideo Viewing Page, and investigating the impact of Squad Wars to the 

programing of The Try Guys on both the aforementioned platforms. These analyses take 

the purpose of correlating programming strategies with the capitalistic nature of digital 

media.  

 The units of observation are limited to two: (1) the platform’s user interface, 

architectural information, and affordances and (2) all web posts uploaded from January 

19, 2017 to March 27, 2017 on each platform. The user interface is guided by Jesse 

James Garrett’s skeleton and structure plane while the web posts are investigated by the 

following: (1) two of the four components of Eastman and Ferguson’s Basic Four-Part 

Programming Model: selection and scheduling, (2) references to its partner platform 

(Facebook or YouTube), and (3) references to Squad Wars.  

 While this study centers on the role of programmers as ‘middlemen’ between 

audiences and advertisers, the methodology of this study is limited to the produced 

content and programming strategies of The Try Guys. It does not examine the perception 

and feedback of audiences towards the programming of BuzzFeed and The Try Guys’ 

Squad Wars. Furthermore, the study does not analyze the frequency and kinds of 

advertisements when viewing content, regardless if they affect the User Interface (UI) 

and user experience of The Try Guys audiences.   
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Chapter 2 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

 

              This section presents different theoretical and applied concepts that provide 

groundwork for this study on cross-platform online programming. It elaborates on 

different perspectives on programming and digitization of media that have its respective 

contributions, applications, and implications to online programming. The selected 

literature come from media and communication journals, books, and conference papers 

that are significant in critically analyzing media practices and strategies.  

 

The Process of Programming 

               Programming is both an art and a skill mastered by the ‘middlemen’ of media 

networks and audiences. In order to deliver the ideal market to advertisers and marketers, 

these ‘middlemen’, also known as programmers, have to oversee and organize broadcast 

programs in favor of the lifestyle and preferences of its targeted audience. According to 

Eastman and Ferguson (2013), programming can refer to the outcome or process of 

choosing and scheduling programs on broadcast radio stations, television networks, 

subscription channels, and online services. The aforementioned authors emphasize the 

responsibility of programmers to understand the processes of “selecting, scheduling, 

promoting, and evaluating programs (p. 4).” The definition given by Eastman and 

Ferguson underlines the profit-driven nature of programming as it upholds its main 

objective to monetize audiences through advertisers.    
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              It is vital for programmers to understand and satisfy the demands of their 

audiences. They must be quick to evaluate and adapt to new strategies in order to attract, 

appeal, and sustain the loyalty of their ideal target audience against competition 

(Wildman, 2007). Research by Eastman and Ferguson (2013) identifies five elements of 

programming from a set of assumptions regarding the behavior and characteristics of 

audiences: (1) compatibility, (2) habit formation, (3) control of audience flow, (4) 

conservation of program resources, and (5) breadth of appeal. The first element refers to 

the scheduling of programs based on the daily routine of the target audiences. 

Programmers take the role of assuming what their audiences are currently doing in order 

to match it with their own program content and sequence. Second, habit formation is 

grounded on the strict and consistent scheduling and promotion of programs to instill 

anticipation and predictability. As the name suggests, this element pushes for audiences 

to form a habit of consuming and engaging with the media content provided by 

programmers. The third element refers to the flow of audiences from one unit of content 

to another. This element exhibits the primary concern of the programmer to maximize the 

inflow of audiences and minimize audiences that flow away. Control of the audience flow 

is tackled further in the latter part of this review. The fourth element of programming 

recognizes the difficulty and expense of producing program materials, thus the need for 

programmers to be frugal and ingenious. To conserve program resources, programmers 

often apply multiplatform strategies by using extensions that include websites, blogs, and 

other platforms that permit them to distribute and even repeat content. Finally, breadth of 

appeal simply requires programmers to prioritize the interests of a bigger audience over a 

limited one (Eastman & Ferguson, 2013). These elements concretize the commitment of 
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networks to deliver audiences to advertisers by means of manipulating and deceiving the 

market through showing value to their interests. In this demonstration, the primary 

customers of media networks are not really audiences but the advertisers.  

 As a guide to programmers, Eastman and Ferguson (2013) also designed a Basic 

Four-Part Programming Model, which divides the programmer’s decision-making 

process into four major parts: selection, scheduling, promotion, and evaluation. Selection 

is concerned with the practice of choosing content that best serves the interest of the 

programmer, enforced by the needs and demands of the audience. It refers to the 

responsibility of the programmer to use valuable material to optimize their function to 

keep audiences. Scheduling process, as suggested by its name, is concerned with the 

careful and strategic calendaring and line-up of programs. Its main objective is to gather 

the greatest number of audiences for a given material and sustain them from one program 

to another. The third part involves the promotion of content; the advertising of the 

material to its target market. Promotions are responsible for the acts of increasing 

awareness and developing user involvement through its creative initiatives, reinforced by 

the strengths of the available medium and corporate partnerships. Lastly, the evaluation 

process is an important phase of the model that requires a programmer’s assessment of 

not just the program but also the demands of the audience. According to Eastman and 

Ferguson (2013), the Basic Four-Part Programming model serves as an essential and 

concrete guide to programmers, specially to online programmers, who need to understand 

their importance and power in the media industry.  
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Conceptual Framework of Online Programming         

 The emergence of the digital media brought significant changes in the process of 

programming. According to Ferguson (2013), the online world changed the relationship 

and degree of interactivity between users and programmers. Since the digital shift opened 

more opportunities and program choices to users, programmers are consequently urged to 

survive and overcome a more competitive marketplace.  

                  While online programming can be simply defined as “media content available 

through a computer screen, tablet, or speaker that displaces or substantially supplements 

the use of non-computer media content (Ferguson, 2013, p. 143)”, it still does not have a 

definitive scope of concern. Conceptually, it compares itself to the broadcast and cable 

system by its two-way interactivity and accessibility – winning against the traditional 

media’s geographical limits and fixed channel capacity. In terms of the processes of 

programming, the selection and evaluation of content remain constant concerns of the 

programmer. The scheduling of online content, on the other hand, is diminished since the 

online world can be accessed by anyone at anytime. This poses a challenge for online 

programmers to ensure that their content is easily searched and accessed through search 

engines like Google and Bing (Ferguson, 2013). This demonstrates how the interactive 

and easily accessible nature of the online world has given online programmers the added 

responsibility of developing new strategies to stay at par with the emerging changes of 

the new media landscape.  

 The five elements of broadcast programming still apply, to a certain extent, to 

online programming. For example, compatibility is still a vital element to build and 

sustain a lasting relationship with online audiences. The difference between online and 
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broadcast programmers in this case lies upon their separate definitions for compatibility.  

For online programmers, compatibility refers to content that is compatible to audience 

interests, while broadcast programmers refer to compatibility in terms of producing 

content that matches the daily routine of their audiences (Ferguson, 2013). The core 

applications of the five elements prove the complex yet relevant practice of programming 

to control audiences in favor of media networks, content producers, and advertisers.  

 

Control of Audience Flow 

                Programmers recognize the critical impact of scheduling programs to the size, 

type, and behavior of audiences. According to Gantz and Zohoori (1982), viewers are 

greatly influenced by their television preferences and viewing habits. In a way, audiences 

structure and pattern their lives according to the programming of their medium of choice. 

In 1974, Raymond Williams observed that viewers were drawn to television broadcast 

because they felt involved with its practice of programming. In Television: Technology 

and Cultural Form, Williams (1974) proposed the term ‘flow’ to describe the nature of 

television as a systematized and sequential experience for viewers. As a conceptual term, 

he refers to flow as mediations between television technology, institutional terms of 

programming, and television textuality and viewer experience. The significance of flow, 

therefore is to create and sustain targeted audiences from one unit of content to another.  

                 According to Webster (2006), audience flow is a “routinely observed feature 

of audience behavior in which the audience for a program stays tuned to the succeeding 

program in disproportionate numbers (p.8)”. This implies the conscious concern of the 

programmer to attract viewers at the beginning of the flow, keep them within the loop, 
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and driven enough to stay. This concept derives from the study of Head and Sterling on 

audience flow-through, inflow, and outflow (as cited in Ferguson, 2013). They explain 

that it is vital for programmers to maximize flow-through (flow of audiences from 

program to program) and inflow of audiences (new comers from a different network), 

while minimizing the outflow (loss of audiences). These implications of audience flow 

are guiding concerns for critical political economists. This organized and systematic 

approach aimed to sustain flow-through demonstrates the demand for programmers to 

maximize targeted audiences – commodifying them in the process for advertisers. 

              Audience flow is not an absolute model that can be definitively observed and 

applied throughout all audiences. Kompare (2002) argues that flow no longer works 

because of the emergence of the dynamic digital media. He asserts that audiences no 

longer act as a flowing collective but as independent consumers. In contrast to this 

assumption of a highly active and decisive audience, a criticism grounded on passive 

audiences was brought up too. According to Ferguson (2013), ‘tuning inertia’ is a 

phenomenon that may explain the seemingly high rates of audience flow. Ferguson 

argues that audiences tend to leave the channel selector alone unless there is a compelling 

reason to change it. While these criticisms present particular cases that diminish and 

invalidate the accuracy of the phenomenon, it must be acknowledged that audience flow 

is not the complete model that can explain and describe audiences. However, audience 

flow still remains a significant and relevant concept that helps present programmers 

select and manage content.  
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Web 2.0 and the Social Media Platforms 

The early beginnings and humble development of the World Wide Web 

demonstrate a significant contrast to how it looks and functions at present. According to 

Darcy DiNucci (1999), the first web pages were plain and restricted to some formats that 

ultimately led to the ‘bursting of the dot-com bubble’. This phenomenon refers to the 

discontent and disappointment of audiences with the overhype of the Internet and its 

ultimate failure to carry out its promised potential (Berthon, P., Pitt, L., Plangger, K., & 

Shapiro, D., 2012).  

During the Web 2.0 conference of O’Reilly in 2005, ‘Web 2.0’ was coined to 

refer to the great breakthrough of the Internet after its early shakeout. Web 2.0 describes 

the changes in the way people utilized and maximized the Web. For O’Reilly (2005), the 

second generation of Internet services paved the way for user contribution, collaboration, 

and connection (as cited in Helmond, 2015). Reinforced by websites like YouTube and 

Wikipedia, users were encouraged to participate by contributing and producing content of 

their own. According to Berthon, Pitt, Plangger, and Shapiro (2012), the technological 

innovations brought about by the Web 2.0 caused three major effects: (1) movement of 

activity from desktop to the Web, (2) shift of value production from the firm to the 

consumer, and (3) transfer of power from the firm to the user. Indeed, Web 2.0 has paved 

the way for online users to have the powers of consuming, producing, and distributing 

any form of content.   

Web 2.0 is a striking phenomenon for global marketers that paved the way for 

creative consumers and social media. The former refers to the rise of User-Generated 

Content (UGC) of Consumer-Generated Media (CGM), while the latter emphasizes the 
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high level of interactivity and networking of users through various social media platforms 

(Berthon, Pitt, Plangger, & Shapiro, 2008). Creative consumers as the first outcome of 

Web 2.0 empowers users to become producers of content as well. Through available 

channels like Wikipedia and YouTube, users can easily contribute their thoughts and 

ideas for the benefit of other people who view their content. Social media as the second 

outcome of Web 2.0 encompasses text, blogs, micro-blogs (e.g. Twitter), picture-sharing 

sites (e.g. Flickr), video-sharing sites (e.g. YouTube), and social networking sites (e.g. 

Facebook) that encourage users to interact, connect, and build relationships across the 

world via different platforms. Characterized by its user-driven content and media sharing 

formats, these platforms have restructured the digital landscape and transformed inter-

user connections online (Helmond, 2015). True enough, marketers have greatly 

benefitted from this highly accessible nature of social media and its capacity to reach a 

significant size of their ideal audience. Web 2.0 has allowed the easy processes of 

creating, producing, and exchanging content – empowering its users through the 

accessibility, interactivity, and democratization of content.  

This interactive and user-oriented nature of Web 2.0 provides an extra layer to 

online programming. Online audiences are given the abundant menu of options that 

online programmers must recognize and consider when constructing and applying 

programming strategies. This leads to the responsibility of online programmer to 

overcome the highly competitive online marketplace.  
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Hypertextuality of the Medium 

Internet users are able to navigate from website to website through hypertexts. 

Coined in 1965, Nelson defines it as “a body of written or pictorial material 

interconnected in such a complex way that it could not conveniently be presented or 

represented on paper (Nelson, cited in Rettberg, 2008, p. 45).” Miller (2011) explains it 

as a “system of links and databases that allow us to navigate from one bit of content to 

another on the World Wide Web (p.17).”  

Hypertextuality is not limited to the online platform; it can also be exhibited in 

academic writing. According to Landow (1997), the practice of hypertextuality is 

reflected in the author’s utility of footnotes, endnotes, and annotations. The core concept 

of hypertextuality was originally pioneered by Vannevar Bush who argued that the mind 

works through associations and connections (Bush, 1945, cited in Landow, 1997).  

Hypertextuality is not a new concept; our brains are wired to follow links.   

     This facet of the Web provides users the opportunity to use their agency to 

decide which content they would want to view and engage in. Hypertextuality gives users 

the freedom to surf through the Internet, no matter how long and random it may turn out 

to be. For online programmers, hypertextuality is manifested through the scheduling 

strategy of cross-referencing and promotional strategy of cross-promotion. Cross-

referencing is an online programming strategy that substitutes the process of scheduling 

programs with a recommendation system that provides compatible and related 

suggestions for the users to engage in next. It puts leverage to the recommendations that 

are often paid for by content producers (Ferguson, 2013). Cross-promoting content refers 

to the responsibility of online programmers to promote content in multiple channels or 
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media. This strategy provides greater opportunities for content to cover more ground and 

to keep attracting and inviting audiences to engage in the producer’s content (Ferguson, 

2013). Both strategies depend on accessing more web space to increase the probability of 

online programmers to reach their target audience. Furthermore, it minimizes audiences 

that flow out of the network since they are repeatedly presented with links that lead them 

to the rest of the producer’s content.   

 

Affordances of Social Media Platforms 

In The Psychology of Everyday Things, Norman (1988) first introduced the term, 

‘affordances’. He defined it as “the perceived and actual properties of the thing, primarily 

those fundamental properties that determine just how the thing could possibly be used 

(p.9).” In the context of social media platforms, affordances are manifested in the “new 

dynamics or type of communicative practices and social interactions that various features 

afford (Butcher & Helmond, 2017, p.11).” 

 This area of study recognizes social media platforms as unique spaces which hold 

different features and varied pathways that mediate interactions between two or more 

parties. These affordances in social media can be divided into two distinct dimensions: 

high-level affordances and low-level affordances. High-level affordances pertain to the 

“kinds of dynamics and conditions enabled by technical devices, platforms, and media 

(Butcher & Helmond, 2017, p.12)”. Boyd (2011) argues that under this level of 

affordances, social media platforms are shaped by persistence, replicability, scalability, 

and searchability. On the other hand, low-level affordances simply pertain to the 
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“materiality of the medium, in specific features, buttons, screens, and platforms (Butcher 

& Helmond, 2017, p.12).” 

 The two distinct dimensions provide basis to the manifestation and applications of 

programming to social media platforms. Supported by the use of hyperlinks, platform 

interface, and features, the audience flow strategy stands firm and relevant in its practice 

to online programming.   

 

Elements of a User-Centered Design for the Web 

The user-experience is vital in meeting the objectives of a website. Both content-

oriented and interactive-based sites prioritize engagement of the user with the structure 

and functionalities of its interface in order to deliver the best experience for users – 

ensuring a good business in return. According to Jesse James Garrett (2011), user-

centered design is the practice of creating an engaging and efficient design which 

accounts for the all possible touch points and action points of a user. This particular 

design puts premium on the decisions of users – guaranteeing a streamlined flow of 

audiences within the website’s domain.  

There are five elements or planes in a user-centered design: strategy, scope, 

structure, skeleton, and surface. The strategy plane is concerned with aligning the 

objectives of the website with the needs of the users. It accounts for the business goals of 

creators or programmers as reflected in the remaining planes of the design. The second 

element is the scope plane which is generally concerned with the functional specifications 

and content requirements of a website. The third element is the structure plane which 

deals with how the website responds to the user’s action. It facilitates the efficient and 
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systematic audience flow within the website. The skeleton plane is divided into three 

components: information design, interface design, and navigation design. This fourth 

plane is concerned with the presentation, arrangement, and layout of content that 

facilitate the movement of users within the site. Finally, the surface plane simply covers 

the visual elements of the website (Garrett, 2011).  

The User-Centered Design, specifically its five planes, plays a central role in 

programming audiences in the online world. It provides programmers the capacity to 

control the flow of audiences through the website’s content, features, and structure – 

securing its power over user engagement within the site. Mastering and optimizing these 

elements provide online programmers the advantage of complementing their strategies 

with user behavior and demands.  

 

Towards the Audience Flow of Web Programs 

        This review of the background of the study provides an understanding of the 

principles and related studies of the new media and programming. Programming is the 

overarching theme of the literature presented. The first part discussed the definition and 

elements of broadcast programming. It elaborated on the role of programmers as 

‘middlemen’ to network producers and audiences. The second briefly discussed the 

application of traditional broadcast programming to online programming strategies. The 

third part highlighted the vital concept of audience flow in understanding and performing 

programming strategies especially in online platforms. In addition, it presented some of 

the gaps and points for criticism of audience flow. The fourth part tackled the Web 2.0 

phenomenon and its implications to online programming. The fifth part defined 
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hypertextuality and elaborated its significance to the practice of programming. The sixth 

part discussed the affordances of social media platforms and its role in complementing 

the practice of programming. Finally, the seventh part briefly outlined the role of user-

centered design and its five planes in influencing audience behavior within websites.  

 Despite the relevant and significant practice of programming, there is limited 

literature research on online programming. At present, there are no published in-depth 

studies on the relationship of the Web 2.0 phenomenon to the flow of audiences in online 

programming. It is even argued that the concept of audience flow is no longer applicable 

to online media given the seemingly uncontrollable nature of online audiences. This 

study, however, argues otherwise. Supported by literature on hypertextuality and social 

media affordances, this study contends that the aforementioned concepts directly 

facilitate the movement of audiences from one media content to another through 

hyperlinks and user interface.   

 Through this research study, the existence of audience flow is investigated by a 

cross-platform analysis of the online programming strategies of BuzzFeed’s The Try 

Guys. Central to this analysis are The Try Guys Facebook page and BuzzFeedVideo 

Viewing Page where the series is uploaded online. This study recognizes the differences 

of social media platforms in interacting with its audiences as manifested by its distinct 

features and user interface. At the end of this study, programming strategies of online 

platform are identified to see its correlation with the programmer’s objective to deliver 

the greatest number of audiences to advertisers. 

 Programming is a profit-driven practice that turns audiences into commodities for 

media networks and advertisers. The observance of programming in social media 
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platforms is a manifestation of the capitalistic media, as characterized by the structured 

and rigid approach of selecting, scheduling, promoting, and evaluating programs. The use 

of Critical Political Economy as a lens provides the opportunity to interpret every 

strategy as a tool to generate the greatest number of audiences given a particular unit of 

content. This approach helps in analyzing the purpose of features of each social media 

platform to online programmers who optimize and exhaust what platforms can offer in 

exchange for a sustainable and profitable audience flow.     
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Chapter 3  

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

 

              As an inquiry into the cross-platform relationship of online programming 

strategies, specifically its relevance to the audience flow of the BuzzFeed audience to and 

from the YouTube and Facebook platforms, this study uses Critical Political Economy of 

media as its main theoretical framework, reinforced by other theories on audience 

commodity.  

 

 

Critical Political Economy of Media 

              Political economy is a broad field of study that encompasses political science, 

economics, social relations, and cultural studies. According to Mosco (2009), “political 

economy is the study of the social relations, particularly power relations, that mutually 

constitute the production, distribution, and consumption of resources, including 

communication resources (as cited in Hardy, 2014, p. 24).” Since this study focuses on 

the existing power relations of media and communications, the Critical Political 

Economy approach is used as a lens to understand and critique the phenomenon of 

audience commodification through cross-platform online programming.  

              Critical Political Economy is a diverse tradition within the field of 

communication that continues to develop and proliferate everyday. It was first introduced 

by Dallas Smythe in his course on the political economy of media at the University of 

Illinois (Hardy, 2014). According to Murdock & Golding (2016), Critical Political 
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Economy was developed in the 1970s as a study that recognizes media as producers and 

distributors of commodities. The core of Critical Political Economy rests on the argument 

that the systems of finance and organization have implications to media content, how it is 

produced, distributed, and consumed by audiences (Hardy, 2014).  

 The themes of Critical Political Economy are greatly influenced by Marxism as 

manifested by its analysis and critique on capitalism. It holds the notion of exchange-

value and use-value in culture and audiences (Meehan, Mosco, & Wasko, 1990). Since 

this study centers on the commodification of audiences, the Critical Political Economy 

approach reinforces its overarching idea that the media is capitalistic in nature, therefore 

identifying maximization of profits, cost-efficiency, and overall survival in the 

competitive marketplace as a primary concern of programmers.  

 

Political Economy of the Internet and Digital Media 

              Castells (2009) describes the Internet as a “decentralized, global 

communications network mediated by the convergence of information, computing, and 

telecommunication (p. 135).” In the 1990s, the Internet was perceived through two 

different visions. The first vision regards the Internet as a technology of freedom – 

subverting existing structures of control primarily observed in the mass media and 

providing a basis for the concept of citizen-based ‘digital democracy’ (Hardy, 2014). The 

second vision regards the Internet as a medium dominated by business interests. This 

study utilizes the second vision to describe the Internet as a market-driven and advertiser-

financed platform for private multimedia companies. 
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 In dealing with the Internet, Critical Political economists often engage in 

discussions about the Internet’s issues of access, inequality, and digital divide (van Dijk, 

2005). This research study is grounded upon the study of Schiller on the shift of the 

Internet from a free and democratic infrastructure towards a privatized and commodified 

structure of ‘informationalized capitalism’ (Schiller, 2007). Enabled by the 

commercialization of the Internet in the 1990s, audience and information 

commodification becomes the prime concern for many commercial Internet platforms 

like Facebook and Google.  

 

Audience Commodity and Its Work 

           Commodification is the process of transforming products and services into 

commodities. Commodities are things that can be bought and sold at a given price in the 

marketplace (Hardy, 2014). In Marxist terminology, commodification is “the process of 

turning use values into exchange values (Mosco, 1996, p. 144).” 

According to Smythe (1994), exploiting audiences for advertisers is an indicative 

phase of capitalism. For him, audiences are regarded as laborers for advertisers since they 

serve as instruments for economic profit. Jhally and Livant (1986) argue that the process 

of commodification encompasses the consciousness of audiences. They use the act of 

watching television as an example to demonstrate how audiences are considered laborers 

in the process of consuming media content. In the same way that working classes 

function under capitalism, audiences contribute and ‘work’ for the survival of media 

businesses (as cited in Smythe, 1981). Just as how workers sell their labor, viewers also 

sell their watching power.   
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  According to Smythe (1981), the audience is a vital commodity in media. He 

argues that audiences are not only buyers of commodities, but commodities themselves 

for advertisers. In audience-as-commodity, multimedia outlets and conglomerates 

become the new ruling class through their control and process of delivering audiences 

and their information to advertisers. In economic terms, the audience commodity is a 

producer’s good utilized in the marketing of the advertiser’s product (Smythe, 1981). 

This reflects the tradition of Critical Political Economy that describes media as highly 

competitive and profit-oriented.  

According to Meehan (2007), audiences are not subjects but objects of 

commodification. She argues that audience ratings and the practice of programming 

enable media companies and advertisers to monitor and control the commodification 

process of audiences. While Meehan claims that it is actually the ratings information that 

is being commodified and not the audiences, this study still sees value in her work on the 

significance of programming in controlling the consumer behavior of audiences. Since 

Meehan recognizes the role of programming in gaining ideal ratings and profiling 

audiences, the commodification of the targeted audiences is made easier for media 

networks and advertisers.  

 

Synthesis 

According to Eastman and Ferguson (2013), programming is profit-driven in 

nature. Its primary objective is to maximize the size of targeted audiences delivered to 

advertisers. From the careful selection of content down to the critical evaluation of 

programs, the rigorous process of programming affirms its significant function of 
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securing an optimal market for content producers, corporations, and advertisers. It is the 

responsibility of programmers to employ the most suitable set of programming strategies, 

reinforced by their understanding of the audience and expertise on the medium, to fulfill 

the demands of media networks and advertisers.  

The digitization of media has significantly affected programming as some of its 

processes and elements are no longer applicable and appropriate to the new medium and 

its corresponding behavior of audiences.  Provided that the digital media is user-driven 

and user-oriented, online programmers are challenged to overcome and create new 

programming strategies that appeal to audiences against online competition. 

One of the ways for online programmers to thrive under this extremely 

competitive online marketplace is to maximize and utilize what online platforms can 

offer. These would include the capacity of facilitating the flow of audiences through 

hypertextuality and platform affordances, as reinforced by the platform’s architectural 

information and User Interface (UI). These enable the application of the audience flow 

element as it assists users from one unit of content to another – providing a guided path 

geared towards the interests of the online programmer and advertisers.  

The practice of effective and strategic online programming is rooted from the 

understanding of audience behavior and lifestyle, particularly those who belong to their 

online target market. It is valuable for programmers to make sense of their audiences’ 

interests, habits, and lifestyles in order to successfully capture, control, and capitalize 

audiences in the long run. It is through this analysis of the market that online 

programmers are able to successfully apply programming strategies that commodify 

audiences – exhausting all efforts to maximize profit. Ultimately, programming, 
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particularly online programming, is empowered by its capacity to control and monitor the 

commodification process of audiences.  

The Critical Political Economy of media is reflected in the nature of 

programming. According to Hardy (2014), the core of Critical Political Economy rests on 

the idea that the systems of finance and organization affect content – how it is produced, 

distributed, and consumed by audiences. As illustrated by the processes and elements of 

programming, content is geared towards the interests of audience so that programmers, in 

turn, can satisfy their own interests to serve advertisers. The selection, promotion, 

scheduling, and evaluation of content is affected as they are required to be patterned and 

appropriated with the preferences and lifestyles of audiences.  In the end, these strategies 

demonstrate the role of programmers as ‘middlemen’ between audiences and advertisers. 

Their role as ‘middlemen’ illustrates a clear picture of the capitalistic nature of media – 

particularly the emerging privatization of the digital media and online audience 

commodification.  
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Chapter 4 

METHODOLOGY 

 

BuzzFeed is an independent digital media company that delivers news and 

entertainment through various online platforms like their website, mobile application, 

Facebook, YouTube, Twitter, Instagram, and Snapchat. Based on the “About Us” section 

of their website (URL:buzzfeed.com/about), BuzzFeed produces content across platforms 

that are relevant, shareable, and globally accessible.  

The Try Guys is a comedy series primarily uploaded on BuzzFeedVideo, the main 

YouTube channel of BuzzFeed. Officially launched in 2014, it is a series made up of four 

BuzzFeed video producers, namely Zach Kornfeld, Eugene Lee Yang, Ned Fulmer, and 

Keith Habersberger, who ‘try’ unconventional yet trendy challenges recorded on camera. 

As of January 2018, the series has already reached more than a billion views worldwide 

(BuzzFeedVideo, n.d.). Aside from YouTube, The Try Guys has a Facebook page, which 

contains all the episodes and other web posts often used for promotional and engagement 

purposes. As of January 2018, the Facebook page has already reached three million 

followers (Try Guys, n.d.).  

On January 26, 2017, The Try Guys premiered their competition reality series 

Squad Wars, exclusively available on YouTube Red. YouTube Red is Google’s monthly 

subscription service officially launched in November 2014. It offers advertising-free 

streaming, downloadable content for offline viewing, background play feature, and 

access to YouTube Red Originals (Dougherty & Steel, 2015). 
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Research Methodology 

This study uses a critical exploratory research study design to examine the Critical 

Political Economy of social media as seen through its programming strategies. 

Specifically, this study examines BuzzFeed’s The Try Guys as a case study to understand 

cross-platform programming that sustains the flow of audiences from one platform to 

another. This qualitative research study is composed of three major analyses: determining 

the user interface as a manifestation of programming, identifying programming strategies 

employed on The Try Guys Facebook page and BuzzFeedVideo Viewing page, and 

investigating the impact of Squad Wars to the regular programming of The Try Guys. 

These are guided by Jesse James Garrett’s Five Planes of User Centered Design for the 

Web and Eastman and Ferguson’s Basic Four-Part Programming Model and Elements of 

Programming. 

This research design provides an opportunity to understand the Critical Political 

Economy of BuzzFeed as manifested through its programming strategies on Facebook 

and YouTube. This examines the programming of audiences to flow from one platform to 

another (Facebook Page to YouTube channel, vice-versa) and flow from regular 

programming to paid programming (Facebook Page and YouTube channel to YouTube 

Red). This critical review focuses on the power of programming to enforce loyalty to 

content and increase audience susceptibility to profitable offshoots.  

 

Units of Analysis and Observation  

 This study’s units of analysis are the two social media platforms, Facebook and 

YouTube. Specifically, this study examines The Try Guys Facebook page and 
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BuzzFeedVideo Viewing page on YouTube. The units of observation include the (1) user 

interface and affordances of each platform and (2) all the web posts uploaded on each. 

The user interface is guided by two of Jesse James Garrett’s Five Planes of User Centered 

Design for the Web: skeleton plane and structure plane while the web posts on both 

platforms are investigated by the following: (1) two of the four components of Eastman 

and Ferguson’s Basic Four-Part Programming Model: selection and scheduling, (2) 

references to Squad Wars, and (3) references to its partner platform (Facebook or 

YouTube).  

 

Sampling 

 This study uses purposive sampling in order to observe the programming patterns 

of The Try Guys in their mostly utilized online platforms. The Facebook page and 

YouTube Viewing page of The Try Guys are chosen as the sampling frames to get a clear 

grasp on the producer’s facilitation and programming of audiences as a multiplatform 

producer. In order to understand the programming of social media platforms, the study 

analyzes both the user interface (UI) of the Facebook page and YouTube Viewing page 

and all of the web posts uploaded on both platforms from January 19, 2017 to March 27, 

2017. This is to investigate the programming strategies employed by the platforms during 

its simultaneous run of Squad Wars on YouTube Red.  

Units of analysis, samples, and units of observation are identified in Appendix A.   
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Concepts and Indicators  

This study investigates the Critical Political Economy of BuzzFeed’s The Try 

Guys through a study of its cross-platform programming strategies. Leveraging on the 

profit-driven nature of programming, programmers would always strive to “maximize the 

size of an audience targeted by advertisers (Ferguson, 2013, p.8).” According to Eastman 

and Ferguson (2013), “the most important part of programming is understanding the 

audience (p.10).”  From considering the compatibility of content to the lifestyle of 

audiences to evaluating promotional efforts that align with their interests, programmers 

are always on the look-out for the desires of their market.  One of the objectives of a 

programmer is to facilitate the flow of audiences from one content to another – keeping 

them within the loop of the producer’s remaining content. This highlights the utmost 

concern and power of programmers to control and exhaust audiences that are delivered to 

their primary customer, the advertisers (Eastman & Ferguson, 2013).  

This study observes and investigates how The Try Guys commodifies its audience 

through its employed programming strategies on their Facebook page and YouTube 

Viewing Page. The first examined is the User Interface (UI) of the platform as a 

manifestation of programming which allows audiences to explore and engage within the 

platform – establishing a user’s affinity to its design, features, and content. It is assumed 

that a strategically structured User Interface would generate stronger influence for 

audiences to move from one post to another, and even one platform to another. Second, 

this study examines Ferguson and Eastman’s (2013) elements and model of programming 

to determine each platform’s current practice of online programming. This is under the 

assumption that the selection and scheduling of content likewise provide the 
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programmers the advantage of facilitating the audience flow and creating a habit for 

audiences. The cross-platform programming strategies is observed through a descriptive 

narrative of the platform’s references to its partner platform. 

The study of Critical Political Economy of The Try Guys is furthered through its 

consideration and investigation of the changes in cross-platform programming strategies 

on their Facebook page and YouTube Viewing Page while their YouTube Red series, 

Squad Wars is on-going. All the references to the YouTube Red series are considered 

evidences on the intent to let audiences flow from regular programming to paid 

programming.  

 

Research Instruments 

In gathering data for the study, platform analysis is utilized to understand the 

programming of BuzzFeed’s The Try Guys Facebook page and YouTube Viewing page. 

This platform analysis is divided into the following: (1) User Interface analysis of The 

Try Guys Facebook page and YouTube Viewing page, (2) analysis of the programming 

strategies on each platform, and (3) analysis of the impact of Squad Wars to the regular 

programming of each platform. For the User Interface analysis, two of Jesse James 

Garrett’s Five Planes of User Centered Design for the Web is utilized: skeleton plane and 

structure plane. The skeleton plane refers to the arrangement of website elements, 

specifically the interface and navigation design while the structure plane refers to the 

arrangement of content, including the user engagement with the website’s features. The 

structure plane centers on the interaction design and information architecture. This User 

Interface analysis is illustrated in Tables 1 – 6. 
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Table 1: The Try Guys Facebook page Interaction Design Under Structure Plane  

Parts of a 

Facebook Page  

Specific Part  Response to  

User-Action 

Remarks 

 
   

   

    

    

 

 

Table 2: The Try Guys Facebook page Information Architecture Under Structure Plane 

Main Divisions of the 

Facebook Page 

Organizing Principle Remarks 
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Table 3: The Try Guys Facebook page Information Design under Skeleton Plane 

Parts of the Facebook Page Manifestation of Wayfinding Remarks 

   

   

   

   

  

 

Table 4: The Try Guys YouTube Viewing page Interaction Design Under Structure Plane  

Parts of a 

YouTube 

Viewing Page  

Specific Part  Response to  

User - Action 

Remarks 
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Table 5: The Try Guys YouTube Viewing page Information Architecture Under 

Structure Plane 

Main Divisions of the YouTube 

Viewing Page 

Organizing Principle Remarks 

   

   

   

 

 

Table 6: The Try Guys YouTube Viewing page Information Design under Skeleton Plane 

Parts of the Facebook Page Manifestation of Wayfinding Remarks 

   

   

   

   

 

 

The next to be examined are the programming strategies applied on each 

platform, based on Eastman and Ferguson’s Basic Four-Part Programming Model. This 

methodology is limited to the selection and scheduling of the web posts on The Try Guys 

Facebook page and YouTube Viewing page. This is illustrated in Tables 7 and 8.  
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To determine the cross-platform programming strategies of each platform, the 

references of the first platform to the second platform and vice-versa per web post is 

listed down. This is to examine the relationship of the two platforms in facilitating the 

audience flow from one platform to another. This cross-platform referencing is illustrated 

in Tables 9 and 10. Included in this study are descriptive and qualitative analyses of the 

Squad Wars with respect to its references on each web post as part of this study’s 

investigation on the Critical Political Economy of social media platforms, specifically 

that of BuzzFeed’s The Try Guys Facebook page and YouTube Viewing page. This 

Squad Wars referencing is illustrated in Tables 11 and 12.  

 

Table 7: Selection and Scheduling of Web Posts on The Try Guys Facebook page 

# Web Post  Selection Scheduling  Remarks 
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Table 8: Selection and Scheduling of Videos on the BuzzFeedVideo YouTube Channel 

# Title of Video Selection Scheduling  Remarks  

  

 

   

  

 

   

     

 

 

Table 9: The Try Guys Facebook Page References to YouTube Viewing page 

# Web Post  Did it refer to 

the The Try 

Guys YouTube 

channel? 

(Y/N) 

How did it refer to 

the The Try Guys 

YouTube channel? 

Remarks 
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Table 10: The Try Guys YouTube Viewing page References to Facebook page 

# Title of Video Did it refer to 

the The Try 

Guys Facebook 

Page? (Y/N) 

How did it refer to the 

The Try Guys 

Facebook Page? 

 

Remarks 

  

 

   

  

 

   

 

 

Table 11: The Try Guys Facebook page Squad Wars References 

# Web Post  Did it refer to 

the Squad 

Wars? (Y/N) 

How did it refer to the 

Squad Wars? 

Remarks 
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Table 12: The Try Guys YouTube Viewing page Squad Wars References 

# Title of Video Did it refer to 

the Squad 

Wars? (Y/N) 

How did it refer to the 

The Try Guys YouTube 

channel? 

(Form and Screenshot) 

Remarks 

  

 

   

  

 

   

 

 

Data Analysis 

 Thematic analysis is a widely used qualitative method for “identifying, analyzing, 

and reporting patterns (themes) within data (Braun & Clarke, 2006, p.6).” This is utilized 

in analyzing the study’s data to identify programming patterns that online platforms, 

specifically Facebook and YouTube, use in facilitating their audience flow. BuzzFeed’s 

The Try Guys is used as a source of data, with their Facebook page and YouTube 

Viewing Page as the study’s main sample frame. This data analysis process is broken 

down into four main parts: data reduction, data selection, data interpretation, and 

summary. The first part requires identification and simplification of data that will be of 

value to this study. The next part requires the identification of patterns and classification 

into different themes. Third, there will be interpretation of data against analytical and 

theoretical frameworks on Critical Political Economy of online media platforms. Finally, 
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the collation of interpretations – piecing them together “to form a comprehensive picture 

of their collective experience (Aronson, 1995, para.5).” 
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Chapter 5 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

  

 This chapter presents the findings from the study’s cross-platform analysis and 

online programming analysis. It covers seven themes that elaborate on the programming 

strategies, elements, and concepts applied in The Try Guys web series. The first three 

themes present an overview and platform analyses of The Try Guys Facebook page and 

BuzzFeedVideo Viewing page. These first few sections demonstrate the function of user 

interfaces (UI) as a programming strategy in controlling the flow of audiences. It is 

followed by a break down and programming analysis of each platform according to 

Ferguson and Eastman’s Basic Four-Part Programming Model and five elements of 

programming. To strengthen the study’s foundation on Critical Political Economy, a 

supplemental perspective on Squad Wars follows the flow of programming analyses. 

Finally, the last theme outlines the integration of Critical Political Economy of media 

with the cross-platform programming of The Try Guys.  

 

Introducing The Try Guys 

 BuzzFeed is an American digital media company founded in 2006. According to 

the “About Us” section of their website (URL:buzzfeed.com/about), it is the “leading 

media company for social news and entertainment, intensely focused on delivering high-

quality original reporting, insight, and viral content across a rapidly expanding array of 

subject areas (n.p).” BuzzFeed prides itself as a cross-platform producer – owning and 

managing different networks such as their website, Facebook, Snapchat, and YouTube.  
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 The Try Guys is a comedy series produced by BuzzFeed Motion Pictures, initially 

exclusively uploaded on the BuzzFeedVideo Viewing page. It is composed of four 

BuzzFeed producers who ‘try’ different trends or challenges on video. As BuzzFeed’s 

most popular original series, The Try Guys content has spread across multiple sites, with 

Facebook and YouTube as its mostly optimized social media platforms.  

 
Figure 1: The Try Guys in their first episode, “Guys Try On Ladies' Underwear For The 
First Time // Try Guys”  
 

 

 

 Social media platforms such as Facebook and YouTube have varying architectural 

forms, norms, and affordances that offer a unique experience to its users based on the 

platform’s nature and objectives as a networking site. As a result, users associate and 

utilize each platform for different purposes (Khan, 2016).  

 

Liking the Try Guys   

 Facebook is a social networking site founded and developed by Mark Zuckerberg 

in 2004 (Smith, Fischer, & Yongjian, 2012). It is a platform that primarily allows people 

to “add friends, send messages, and update personal profiles in order to notify friends and 

peers about themselves (Quan-Haase & Young, 2010, p.352).”  In 2007, Facebook 

launched Facebook Pages that allows companies, brands, and celebrities to create their 
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own profiles for promotion and posting of own content. This paved the way for the 

aforementioned to establish close social relationships with their respective audiences – a 

first for the online community (Weaver, 2012).   

 The Try Guys created their own Facebook Page, classified under the Public 

Figure category, in 2014. As of February 2018, the page has already gained 3.2 million 

followers. The Try Guys Facebook Page is divided into nineteen sections: Navigation 

Bar, Profile Photo, Username, Cover Photo/Video, Call-to-action Buttons, Left Side 

Menu, Status, Category, Episode Section, Community section, Playlist Section, About 

section, More Videos section, Photos Section, two Posts section, Pages Liked by Page 

section, Language Settings, and Footer.  

 

Figure 2: Try Guys Facebook Page User Interface  
 

   

The figure on the left shows the top part of The Try Guys Facebook Page while the figure 
on the right shows the bottom part of The Try Guys Facebook Page. 
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Figure 3:  Try Guys Facebook Page Wireframe 

 

 

The following sections show the divisions of The Try Guys Facebook page which 

suggests and outlines the relationship of the page administrator and user. This include 

sections that are either customized by The Try Guys Page or sections that allow users to 

interact with the affordances of the The Try Guys Facebook Page. These divisions 

include: (1) Profile Photo and Username, (2) Cover Video, (3) Call-to-action Buttons, (4) 

Left Side Menu & Sections, (5) Status, and (6) Pages Liked By.  
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Profile Photo and Username 

 

 Figure 4: Try Guys Facebook Page Profile Photo and Enlarged Try Guys 
Facebook Page Profile Photo 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Try Guys Facebook Page consistently uses a 1:1 dimension for 

its profile photo, in adherence to Facebook’s square display. This square 

dimension encompasses all the size requirements for all viewing devices 

such as computers and mobile phones. This consideration for the size 

dimension enables The Try Guys to use a Profile Photo that is compatible 

for every viewing experience for anyone who has access to their Facebook 

page. Once clicked, the users are directed to an enlarged display of the 

Profile Photo from which the users can ‘like’, ‘react to’, ‘share’, and 

comment. 
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Figure 5: Try Guys Facebook page Username 
 

 

 

 

The Username is found below the Profile Photo. Once clicked, it 

refreshes the Facebook page. There is a blue verification check beside The 

Try Guys’ username that signifies its authenticity as a Facebook page. 

Below the username is ‘@tryguys’, which provides information on how 

the user can ‘search’ for the Try Guys Facebook page on Facebook and on 

Messenger.  

Found below the Profile Photo and Username is the text from the 

‘About Us’ section. It briefly describes the Facebook Page and provides a 

URL link to the YouTube playlist of The Try Guys on their YouTube 

channel, BuzzFeedVideo. 
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Cover Video  

Figure 6: Try Guys Facebook Page Cover Video  

 

 

The Cover Video covers majority of the Facebook page when the 

User first view the page. For The Try Guys Facebook page, its Cover 

Video plays the latest episode from The Try Guys that has been uploaded 

as well on their Facebook page. The previous uploads in this section were 

photos of The Try Guys.  

Once the Cover Video is clicked, the user is directed to an enlarged 

display of the episode where users can watch, ‘like’, comment, ‘react to’, 

and ‘share’ the video. Below the Cover Video is a list of video suggestions 

that users can choose from after viewing the Cover Video. If the user fails 

to either close the display or choose a video from the list of suggestions 

within five seconds, the top suggested video from The Try Guys Facebook 

page automatically plays next. This specific algorithm of Facebook 

perpetuates continuous viewing of video content.  It is reflective of the 

concept of audience flow wherein audiences go from one video to another, 

as reinforced by the affordances of Facebook. This functionality presents 
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the control of platforms over audiences – swiftly imposing which content 

must be viewed by the user next.  

 

Figures 7 and 8: Enlarged Try Guys Facebook Page Cover Video, and Try Guys 
Facebook Page Up Next 
 

 

 

 

Call-to-action Buttons 

 

Figure 9: Try Guys Facebook page Call-to-Action section 

 

    

   There are six call-to-action buttons found on top of The Try Guys 

Facebook page. These buttons, as suggested by its name, prompt user-

initiated actions connected with the page. The first is the ‘Follow’ button, 
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which determines the relationship of the user to the Facebook page with 

regard to the notifications from the page. The second is the ‘Like’ button, 

which places the page under the user’s list of interests. The ‘Share’ button 

allows users to ‘share’ the link of the page to their respective Facebook 

feeds, groups, or other online accounts. The fourth button is ‘Save’, which 

allows users to ‘save’ the page for later viewing from their Saved section. 

The fifth button is ‘...’, which simply provides a drop-down list of more 

action buttons: ‘Create a Page’, ‘Like as your Page’, ‘Invite Friends’, 

‘Block page’, and ‘Report’. Lastly, the ‘Send Message’ button allows 

users to message the manager or admin of the Facebook page. 

  The Call-to-action buttons primarily provide users the choice to 

customize and personalize his or her relationship with the Facebook Page. 

Given the frequency of the uploads of The Try Guys, these affordances 

help in keeping the audiences of the page satisfied – considering their 

preferences to not drive them away from the page, particularly in receiving 

notifications. The goal of the page is to sustain the current number of 

followers in order to notify more people of the activities in the page.  

  This consideration of the audience’s convenience and preferences 

reflects the online programmer’s objective to cater to the audience’s 

interests and demands in order to ultimately satisfy the interests of content 

producers, corporation, and advertisers. According to Eastman and 

Ferguson (2013), understanding the audiences is significant as they are the 

basis of programming strategies. The process of programming becomes 
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unreliable and useless for advertisers if programmers disregard the 

behavior and user-experience of audiences.  

 

Left Side Menu and Sections 

 

Figure 10: Try Guys Facebook Page Left Side Menu 

 

   

  The Left Side Menu outlines the different sections of the Facebook 

page. It illustrates the order of the sections that appear on the Timeline of 

the user as he or she navigates further down. This menu assists the user in 

navigating through the sections he or she would like to particularly view 

and engage in throughout the viewing process of the page. Since the Left 

Side Menu is customizable for the page administrator, The Try Guys 

Facebook page has created seven tabs on their Left Side Menu: Home, 

Episodes, About, Community, Playlists, More Videos, Posts, and Photos, 

which all correspond to at least seven sections on the Timeline.   
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The selection and order of the tabs on the Left Side Menu of The 

Try Guys Facebook page indicates the type of content the page primarily 

produces, which are videos starring The Try Guys. More importantly, it 

demonstrates the strategy of the page administrator to prioritize the 

viewership of The Try Guys episodes by positioning it on top of the 

episodes tab. Furthermore, its video-centric content spreads to the 

following tabs: Episodes, Playlists, More Videos, and Posts, which 

reinforces its strategy to increase viewership of The Try Guys videos.  

 

 Figure 11: Try Guys Facebook page sections 

 

 

  The sections on the Timeline, as emphasized by its distinct color 

divide and rectangular border, illustrates an organized layout for the users 

to view the Timeline of The Try Guys Facebook Page. These sections 

assist users in finding particular content they wish to view or engage in 

without the inconvenience of scrolling all the way down just to search for 

it on the Timeline. 
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 For The Try Guys Facebook Page, its unique sections involve: 

Episodes, Playlists, and More Videos. All three sections present different 

videos with The Try Guys which are arranged according to their upload 

time, in most recent order, per section. The ‘Episodes section’ features all 

The Try Guys episodes from their YouTube channel, BuzzFeedVideo, 

arranged and classified according to its season of upload. The ‘Playlist 

section’ provides different playlists of episodes organized by The Try 

Guys Facebook page administrator. These playlists are composed of part-

series that users can easily and automatically watch from beginning to 

end. The third section is the ‘More Videos’ section which provides videos 

that feature at least one of The Try Guys. Majority of the videos found 

within this section are produced from the main YouTube channel of 

BuzzFeed, BuzzFeedVideo. The rest of the videos uploaded are re-used 

and shortened videos from The Try Guys episodes which have been used 

for promotions.  

 The rest of the sections cater to provide more information about 

The Try Guys Facebook page. From the page’s brief description (‘About 

Us' section) to its number of followers (Community Section), these 

sections simply provide extra information to users who are interested in 

getting to know more about The Try Guys.  

 The organization of the Left Side Menu and sections of The Try 

Guys Facebook Page manifest its high regard for user experience while 

navigating through the page. This layout fulfills the page’s 
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communication and business objectives by considering its audience, as 

exhibited by the strategic arrangement and layout of the page.  

 

Status 

 

Figure 12: Status Section 

 

 

 The Status is a section on the Timeline that allows users to post on 

the page. This post can be in the form of a status update, a photo, or a 

video. For The Try Guys Facebook page, all posts from users are subject 

for the approval of the page administrator.  

 Providing a Status section emphasizes the importance of users in 

sustaining the Facebook page. By providing an avenue for users to 

express what is on their mind, the page creates this impression of 

inclusivity – a valuable trait that attracts and strengthens a big loyal 

market. 

 

Pages Liked By 

  There is a section on the page that shows other Facebook pages 

‘liked’ by the original page. For The Try Guys Facebook page, they have 
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‘liked’ pages that are managed and produced by their own company. As a 

result, the featured pages solely promote BuzzFeed-owned Facebook 

pages. 

 

Figure 13: Pages Liked By 

      

   

This section helps in introducing and furthering publicity for other 

BuzzFeed content found in other platforms. This is a way of letting 

audiences know more about The Try Guys through their individual pages 

and at the same time tapping potentially new audiences for other 

BuzzFeed pages. This cross-posting strategy ensures that all pages of 

BuzzFeed are accounted for and are well-promoted. The relevance of the 

strategy is emphasized through the formatting of the Pages Liked By 

section, wherein it permanently stays on the right side of the screen even 

when the user scrolls further down the Timeline. This simply manifests the 

intent of BuzzFeed page administrators to use all possible channels to 

promote their content. 
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Subscribing to The Try Guys 

 YouTube is an American video-sharing website established in 2005. It was 

founded by three former PayPal employees with the goal of creating “a place where the 

general public could upload, view, and share their videos (Parra, p. 58).” When the 

popularity of YouTube grew in 2006, Google bought the company and obtained it as one 

of its subsidiaries for 1.65 billion Dollars (“How Did YouTube Start?,” 2015). YouTube 

serves not only a platform for uploading and viewing videos but it also expands to a 

content community that “allows users to post, view, comment on and link to videos on 

the site (Fischer, Smith, Yongjian, 2012, p.104).”  

YouTube currently holds the position of being the third most visited site in the 

world after Google and Facebook (Khan, 2016). With its rising success, the website has 

undoubtedly become an attractive platform for various content creators – both amateur 

and professional producers. 

 

Figure 14: YouTube Viewing Page Interface  

  

The figure on the left shows the top part of BuzzFeedVideo Viewing page while the figure 
on the right shows the bottom part of BuzzFeedVideo Viewing page. 
 

 

 The Try Guys is a comedy series produced primarily by BuzzFeed’s flagship 

YouTube channel, BuzzFeedVideo. While it does not have a separate YouTube channel, 
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it has its own playlist on BuzzFeedVideo as its longest running and most popular series. 

Its Viewing page is mainly divided into six sections: Header, Video Player, Description 

Box, Comments section, Up Next, and Recommended Videos.  

 

Figure 15: YouTube Viewing Wireframe 

 

 

The following are primary divisions of The Try Guys YouTube Viewing page. 

This includes sections that are either customized by BuzzFeedVideo or sections that 

allow users to interact with the affordances of the BuzzFeedVideo channel. These 

include: (1) Video Player, (2) Action Buttons section, (3) Description Box, (4) Up Next, 

(5) Recommended Videos, and (6) Comments section. 
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Video Player  

 

Figure 16: YouTube Video Player with End-screens 

 

 

   The Video Player covers a big area of the YouTube Viewing page 

when the user first clicks on the video. This section, as the name suggests, 

allows users to play and watch the video. The Video Player on YouTube 

provides action buttons that users can use to customize their user-

experience such as adjusting the volume, selecting viewing modes and 

video qualities, and enabling subtitles and captions. The Video Player also 

provides users the capacity to browse over scenes throughout the video, 

enabled by hovering the mouse along the timeline of the video. 

BuzzFeedVideo maximizes the Video Player by using end-screens that 

link previous The Try Guys videos and playlists and by providing a 

subscribe button for their own YouTube channel.  

   The Video Player serves as the central element of the YouTube 

Viewing Page. Given its primary function, BuzzFeedVideo optimizes its 

available features to easily lead audiences to watch more BuzzFeed 

videos. The use of end-screens, in particular, is an effective strategy to 
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facilitate the audience flow from one The Try Guys video to another. 

Online programmers maximize these end-screens to control audiences and 

lead them to suggested options on what to view next – reflecting their 

necessary responsibility to avoid outflow of audiences. This objective of 

online programmers strengthens the study of Hardy (2014) wherein he 

describes the Internet as a market-driven and advertiser-financed platform 

for private multimedia companies. True enough, online programmers 

exhaust platform affordances, like end-screens, in order to facilitate 

audiences and serve the interests of advertisers.  

 

Action Buttons Section  

 

Figure 17: YouTube Video Player and Action Buttons Section 

 

 

   The action buttons section is found just below the video player. It 

provides users the capacity to interact with the video by ‘liking’ or 

‘disliking’ it, sharing it to other online platforms, and adding it to their 

‘Watch Later’ playlists on YouTube. This section provides many options 
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for the users to engage with the video. This is illustrated in the ‘like’ and 

‘dislike’ action buttons, which involve the users in rating and evaluating 

the video.  For BuzzFeedVideo, the action buttons help in promoting the 

rest of their content through its sharing feature.   

 The sharing of links enabled by the action buttons reflects the view 

of Smythe towards audience commodification and Critical Political 

Economy. According to Smythe (1994), exploiting audiences for 

advertisers is an indicative phase of capitalism. For him, audiences can be 

characterized as laborers for the capital-driven advertisers. This is 

concretized through the capacity of users to voluntarily share and promote 

The Try Guys content on their various social media platforms. By 

promoting content by their own means, these users become ‘laborers’ who 

help content-generators and advertisers to reach more people and to 

consequently earn more. 

 

Description Box 

  The Description Box includes the icon logo, name of the channel, 

subscribe button, bell, and the provided description of the video. The 

primary function of this section, as the name suggests, is to provide 

information about the video – its commentaries, contributors, 

acknowledgements, and announcements. On the top part of the description 

box lies the icon logo, name of the channel, subscribe button, and bell. 

The icon logo and name of the channel simply identify the producers of 
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the video. The subscribe button allows user to ‘subscribe’ or ‘unsubscribe’ 

to a YouTube channel. This subscription entails getting notifications from 

the YouTube channel’s highlighted activities such as uploading a video or 

going ‘live’. The bell, if turned on, sends a desktop or mobile notification 

to the user every time the channel uploads a video or goes ‘live’. 

 

Figure 18: YouTube Viewing Page Description Box 

 

 

  BuzzFeedVideo maximizes its description box by including links 

to the BuzzFeed website, its merchandise, and its other YouTube 

channels. As a result, more than just providing information about the 

video, BuzzFeedVideo also utilizes the description box to promote its 

different platforms, encouraging potential audiences to discover their other 

content or services.  

 

Up Next 

The Up Next section shows the preview of the next suggested 

video for the users to watch next. If a user decides to randomly select an 
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episode from any season, it automatically recommends the episode 

uploaded directly after it. However, if the user is watching the most recent 

episode, then the section suggests any previous episode from the same 

season. Users have the option to switch on the ‘Autoplay’ if he or she 

wishes to let the suggestions select and play videos automatically.  

 

Figure 17: YouTube Viewing Page Up Next 

 

 

BuzzFeed significantly benefits from this section, especially with 

its Autoplay switch, since this enables the platform to facilitate where the 

user goes next. It helps in promoting The Try Guys, their videos, and even 

other content produced by BuzzFeed. Ultimately, this feature provides 

more opportunities for BuzzFeed to control its audiences from one 

produced content to another, across its channels – facilitating the audience 

flow from one video to another, and one channel to another.  

 

Recommended Videos 

  The recommended videos section provides a variety of suggested 

videos and playlists that users may view on the right side of the website. 
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This section suggests videos or playlists users might want to watch next 

after finishing the current video on the Video Player. The list of videos on 

this section are often based on the following: (1) uploader’s channel and 

affiliations, (2) nature and content of the video, and (3) user’s interests and 

previously played videos.  

 

Figure 18: YouTube Viewing Page Recommended Videos 

 

 

  This section is helpful in influencing audiences to watch more 

videos from BuzzFeed, particularly episodes from The Try Guys series. 

Through the Recommended Videos, users can navigate and move their 

way through The Try Guys episodes with ease. In addition, this section 

provides BuzzFeed the opportunity to tap more audiences for the variety 

of content they produce.  
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Comments Section 

Figure 21: YouTube Viewing Page Comments Section 

 

   

  The Comments section allows users to publicly comment on the 

video – expressing whatever thoughts they might have for the uploaded 

video. Users may ‘like’, ‘dislike’, report, or reply back to comments 

already posted on the comments section. Furthermore, this section allows 

users to interact with one another and participate in various discussions, 

which are more often than not about the video on the video player. 

  This section enriches the participation community of YouTube. It 

reinforces interaction among users that consequently affect their viewing 

experience and relationship with the YouTube channel. Since a discursive 

and participative comments section invites attention and interest, YouTube 

videos are expected to be relevant or at least worth a conversation.  

 

Tried and Tested  

 Programming strategies are based and derived from market behavior. It leverages 

assumptions about audiences to put into practice the strategic skills of selecting, 
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promoting, scheduling, and evaluating content to secure the greatest number of 

audiences. With the interactive and user-oriented nature of the digital media, online 

programmers have the added responsibility of not just acquiring audiences but also 

ensuring that user-actions are guided towards continuous and loyal consumption of 

content. Online programming strategies, therefore, demand more in comparison to what 

current literature provides – considering the participative and user-driven landscape of 

social media.  

 The sections below demonstrate how page and channel administrators program 

their content across the Facebook and YouTube platforms. These strategies are analyzed 

through (1) Basic Four-Part Programming Model and (2) Five elements of programming 

in traditional media, as discussed by Eastman and Ferguson (2013) in their book, “Media 

Programming: Strategies and Practices”. 

 

 What to Try 

 The selection process is an integral stage of programming since it dictates 

the purpose and objectives of the content. The question being asked here is, 

“What will make my audiences watch or engage in this?” There are many 

components and factors considered when selecting content. In the case of The Try 

Guys, the primary goal is to bring in the highest possible number of loyal users. 

 The Try Guys series revolve around four BuzzFeed video producers who 

‘try’ out different unconventional challenges and trends on video. From trying out 

food from Trump’s restaurant during his election as President to posting memes 

of themselves on their Facebook page, The Try Guys content rides on trendy and 
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relevant topics for their target market. Trendiness and relevance, therefore, play a 

big role in the selection process of the content produced by The Try Guys. This is 

significantly manifested in their videos and web posts that are always aligned with 

what is being talked about by their target market and what is happening at present 

time. Such adherence to the trends are applied in order to keep the interests and 

maintain the relationship with audiences. Furthermore, content rooted in trends 

pose great potential for higher reach even outside the target market given the 

nature of trends on social media. Ultimately, selecting content that is popular and 

pertinent keeps audiences interested and absorbed with the releases of The Try 

Guys.  

  

 Figure 22: Status updates from Try Guys Facebook page 

                    

 

 Novelty and exclusivity are selection strategies considered by The Try 

Guys in securing high viewership and engagement from audiences. Given that 

their primary content format are episodes uploaded on BuzzFeedVideo and The 

Try Guys Facebook page, a deviation from its typical content raises the likelihood 
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for users to treat it as a ‘novelty’. These includes their Facebook Live and 

YouTube Live videos, free Squad Wars episode, and limited edition merchandise. 

Of the two platforms, The Try Guys Facebook page is the one that takes 

advantage of this strategy more than the other as manifested by its Facebook-Only 

videos.   

 

Figure 23: Web Posts on The Try Guys Facebook Page 

  
 

 

 Majority of the Try Guys Facebook posts are promotions to upcoming 

episodes of the The Try Guys and Squad Wars. Given the many sections of the 

Facebook page, the programmer optimizes each function to complement the type 

of promotions for The Try Guys. This is seen with the page’s use of the cover 

photo, status updates, and short video previews for new Squad Wars episodes. By 

maximizing what the Facebook Page can offer, programmers are able to reach and 

enable different touch points that may appeal to different kinds of audiences.  
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Figure 24: Promotions of Squad Wars on The Try Guys Facebook Page 

  

 

 Lastly, The Try Guys utilize the strategies of encouraging engagement and 

participation among users. This selection strategy is prominent in The Try Guys 

Facebook page where posts, particularly status updates, are catered towards 

interacting with the users. This is manifested through status updates and 

announcements that are often captioned in the second point of view – creating the 

impression that The Try Guys are talking directly to the user. More than captions, 

The Try Guys also posted a link to a Try Guys BuzzFeed Quiz – encouraging 

users to take the quiz to discover which among the Try Guys they would most 

likely be. Lastly, The Try Guys used Facebook Live and YouTube Live in 

directly interacting with their audience, acknowledging viewers and answering 

their inquiries through the comments section.  
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 Figures 26 and 27: “Which Try Guy Are You? BuzzFeed Quiz and YouTube Live 

of The Try Guys 

    

 

 The effort to engage with audiences help bring about user affinity and 

loyalty to The Try Guys. Through such, there is a secured viewership and 

engagement from the audiences for every content, across all platforms. It is 

significant, therefore, to carry out this strategy to preserve the reach of The Try 

Guys and their positioning as one of the most popular comedy series online.  

 This commitment to stay engaged and close with the audience reflects the 

act of exploiting audiences and their information in exchange for their value as 

consumers. According to Smythe (1994), audiences are instruments to economic 

profit. The behavior of the audience, including their relationship towards content 

and fellow users, therefore is assigned a use-value for online programmers. This 

strategy of getting ‘personal’ with the audience secures a loyal and sustainable 

traction from the market – hereby securing economic profit as well.  
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When to Try 

 The scheduling of content influences the behavior of audiences, 

particularly their habit formation in consuming content from the media. 

According to Eastman and Ferguson (2013), scheduling is negligible to online 

programming given the accessible nature of digital media, which is free from time 

constraints and program schedules. They propose social bookmarking as a 

replacement for scheduling in forming habits.  While this study recognizes the 

change brought about by the constraint-free nature of digital media, this study 

remains to argue that scheduling has made its comeback with the emergence of 

content followers.  

 In a regular season, The Try Guys are consistent with uploading a single 

episode on YouTube and a Facebook - exclusive video every week. Regular The 

Try Guys episodes are uploaded every Sunday while the Facebook-exclusive 

videos are uploaded every Friday. There also exists a consistency with its 

uploading pattern wherein after a The Try Guys episode upload on YouTube, it is 

followed by an upload of the same episode on the Try Guys Facebook page after 

an average of 2 hours. Although there was no record for consistent upload times 

across all platforms, there was a consistent upload day for every type of content 

on each platform. In terms of status updates on The Try Guys Facebook page, the 

upload days were varied. It was consistent, however, in uploading at least three 

posts a week in between video uploads.  
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 Given that the primary content of The Try Guys are videos, its consistency 

of upload days is expected in order to establish a habit for users. By determining a 

regular upload day, users all over the world can expect the calendar of The Try 

Guys uploads – possibly aligning their schedules to watch the video. As a result, 

there is a greater potential for the videos, especially on YouTube, to trend 

worldwide given the influx of viewers during the expected upload date.  

 These patterns demonstrate the relevance of scheduling online content to 

increase audience viewership. Through the habit formation of content followers, 

the potentiality of videos to trend and engage more viewers increases, even 

tapping those outside its original target audience. This change in the uploading 

scheme creates a structure that drives audiences to be influenced by the strategies 

of an online programmer – slowly disintegrating from the notion of a constraint-

free and independent use of the digital media. This is reinforced by a study of 

Schiller (2007) which argues that there is a shift from a free and democratic 

infrastructure towards a privatized and commodified structure of 

‘informationalized capitalism’. This study concretizes the structure brought about 

by scheduling through a recognizable pattern for audiences to adjust to. From a 

seemingly constraint-free Internet, it is slowly emerging as a structured 

powerhouse capable of imposing what content to view and engage in.   

 

Trying Online Programming 

 According to Eastman and Ferguson (2013), there are five major elements of 

programming that set ground to strategies applied across different platforms and media 
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environments. This includes: compatibility, habit formation, control of audience flow, 

conservation of resources, and breadth of appeal. This section examines the application of 

the aforementioned elements to the current strategies employed by The Try Guys in their 

Facebook page and YouTube Viewing page.  

 

 The Try Guys try new interests 

 In traditional programming, compatibility pertains to the practice of 

coinciding programs with the daily routine of audiences. Ideally, the program 

schedule adapts with the activities of the audience – ensuring that the program 

line-up is ‘compatible’ with whoever is viewing or engaging with the content. 

Given that the nature of digital media is user-driven and user-oriented, the 

traditional use of compatibility is no longer relevant and applicable. Audiences 

now decide whatever content they wish to engage in, in whichever platform they 

choose, and regardless of the time they access it. Instead of programming based 

on the daily schedule of audiences, digital media now considers the compatibility 

of the platform and its content to the interests of the audiences.  

 In The Try Guys, most of the content between the two platforms differed 

from each other. Facebook had more content geared towards engaging its 

audiences while YouTube had simply episodes for video-viewing. The 

affordances of Facebook and YouTube, therefore, dictates what can be provided 

by the platforms, in terms of fulfilling the objectives of the programmer.  
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 Narrowing it down to content, The Try Guys also produces what is 

compatible to the interests and preferences of their target market. This is 

manifested through the trendy content and content format that The Try Guys have 

put across their platforms – uploading episodes inspired by trends and utilizing 

new features from platforms namely, Facebook Live and YouTube Live. 

 While compatibility in online programming means patterning content with 

the platform and interests of the audience, this element still remains to be a vital 

part of programming – just applied in a different light. Compatibility still secures 

audiences by tapping and adjusting to their preferences – maintaining their loyalty 

and position above the programmer. Similar to the applications from previous 

sections, commodification of audiences and interests arise from this strategy. In 

this strategy, audiences are attached with an exchange-value and use value as 

argued by Meehan, Mosco, Wasko (1990). Online programmers, therefore, 

capitalize on the behavior, preferences, and lifestyles of audiences in order to 

produce and organize appropriate content accordingly.  

 

 Figures 28 and 29): The Try Guys Wear Boob Weights For A Day episode, and 
Facebook Live of The Try Guys 
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 The Try Guys try to develop habits 

 Traditional programmers leverage the audience’s habit formation to secure 

regular viewership for their content.  By developing a habit, as enforced by strict 

and consistent scheduling, audiences fall into a routine that programmers can 

easily manage and take advantage of (e.g. placing more advertisement slots 

during the prime time). This element, however, has diminished in online 

programming given the variety of options presented to users – preventing a 

consistent set of actions enough for them to form a habit of viewership and 

consistent engagement. 

 Habit formation may have declined among users but it is a practice that 

still exists, and is on the rise given the development of scheduling strategies 

employed by online programmers. For The Try Guys, particularly in their uploads 

on YouTube, the consistent Sunday uploads of regular episodes has enabled its 

subscribers to form a habit of tuning in every Sunday for a new episode. In 

addition, this element of online programming is enforced by the subscribe and 

bell button of YouTube and ‘follow’ button on Facebook, which notify the users 

regarding the activities of the aforementioned platforms.  
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Figures 30 and 31: Description Box from YouTube Viewing page, Call-to-Action 
Buttons from The Try Guys Facebook page 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 For online programming, habit formation extends to the interface of 

platforms. By providing and maintaining the arrangement of the interface, users 

grow familiar with the platform – getting them accustomed to the user interface 

with ease. This is particularly carried out by The Try Guys Facebook page 

because of its unchanging order of tabs and sections. Such strategy prioritizes the 

user-experience, thus increasing the likelihood for users to stay within the 

platform or at least, develop a habit of returning back to it over and over again. 

This reflects the essence of habit formation, which is centered on securing 

audiences and taking advantage of their established routine. This is rooted from a 

study of Hardy (2004) that describes the Internet as a market-driven and 

advertisement-financed platform. Through such practice of reinforcing habits, 

online programmers get to secure audiences – achieving their primary objective of 

satisfying the business interests of content producers and advertisers. 
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 The Try Guys try to go with the flow 

 The audience flow pertains to the collective behavior of audiences who 

move from one unit of content to another. This element is concerned with the 

practice of facilitating the ‘flow’ of audiences to sustain and maximize viewership 

and engagement in all kinds of content produced in any medium or platform. For 

online programming, as observed in The Try Guys Facebook page and 

BuzzFeedVideo Viewing page, the movement of audiences is facilitated by the 

platform’s interface and set of affordances, use of hyperlinks, and the practice of 

cross-posting. These strategies reflect the basic principles of audience flow while 

considering the user-driven and user-oriented nature of digital media.  

 First, the interface plays an integral role in facilitating the movement of 

audiences within and even outside the platform. Facebook and YouTube have 

their own sets of affordances and interface designs that help users access different 

types of content, across different platforms. Facebook pages offers more sections 

compared to that of YouTube’s as it has its own Left Side Menu that helps users 

navigate through the page – providing separate tabs that guide users to specific 

sections on the Timeline for simpler and faster access.  
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 Figure 32: The Try Guys Facebook page Left Side Menu 

 

 

 The Try Guys Facebook page and BuzzFeedVideo Viewing page have two 

common features which directly affect the flow of audiences: recommended 

sections and navigation bars. These features on the interface provide opportunities 

for users to search and choose content outside what he or she is viewing or 

engaging with. Recommended sections directly present available suggested 

videos that the user might be interested in. The recommended list is not created by 

the user but it is catered for the user – providing a list that is either related to the 

current video (its content and producer), or previously played videos. The 

navigation bar, on the other hand, has the capacity to view other content as 

dictated by the user. In this feature, users are free to search any content they wish 

to engage in, encouraging uncoordinated and irregular flow of audiences.  

 Autoplay is a common feature found on Facebook (Autoplay) and 

YouTube (Up Next). As suggested by its name, it automatically plays the next 

platform-generated video after the current video ends. The autoplay feature only 

provides users a couple of seconds before playing the next video, thus a feature 
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that encourages the flow of audiences within the platform – preventing all means 

of creating an audience outflow.  

 

Figure 33: Autoplay from BuzzFeedVideo Viewing Page, and The Try Guys 
Facebook Page 
 

  

 

 The flow of audiences online is not limited to movement within a 

platform. Online programming encompasses cross-platform programming which 

facilitates the movement of audiences from one platform to another. Given that 

BuzzFeed is a multiplatform media company, programming of audiences to flow 

from platform to platform is encouraged to increase its viewership and 

engagement across all platforms. For The Try Guys, it manages to facilitate 

audiences to and from five different platforms: The Try Guys Facebook Page, 

BuzzFeedVideo Viewing Page, Twitter, BuzzFeed website, and YouTube Red. Of 

the five, it is The Try Guys Facebook Page that mostly promotes content outside 

the platform – taking into account its interface design and affordances such as 

status updates and comments section that allow engagement with users and 

promotion for other platforms.  

 The cross-platform programming of The Try Guys functions to 

complement each platform, ensuring that each receive high viewership and 
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engagement from the audience. This is manifested through its constant effort to 

(1) provide hyperlinks in description boxes, status updates, and comments 

sections, (2) employ non-conflicting upload schedules of content, and (3) 

maximize platform affordances to promote other platforms. The movement of 

audiences, while reminiscent to the core idea of audience flow, is not the same 

with the behavior of audiences in traditional programming. Online platforms 

bring about a more complex and challenging approach to facilitating audiences – 

accounting many factors for instance the user-driven nature of digital media, 

information architecture of user interfaces, and utility of platform affordances. 

With the multitude of options available online, the main concern of programmers 

is focused on appealing to audiences and producing content that encourage 

audiences to dedicate their viewership and engagement, across all platforms.  

 

The Try Guys try to save 

 According to Eastman and Ferguson (2013), frugality is an important 

character trait of traditional programmers to cope with the challenges of high 

production costs and time constraints. This nature of traditional productions 

compels programmers to be creative and resourceful with the content they have at 

hand – exhausting it as much as it can offer.  

 Conservation of program resources is said to be unnecessary to online 

programming given that “online content providers are not forced to rotate or rerun 

offering because nearly everything is continuously available (Eastman & 

Ferguson, 2013, p. 148).” While it is true that online content is ubiquitous and 
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lasting, this study argues that the type of content and production management 

demanded by online platforms require online programmers to be as frugal as 

traditional programmers as well.  

 Given the highly engaging nature of the The Try Guys Facebook page, as 

manifested by at least three status updates and two video uploads every week, 

their status updates often have a double-purpose to promote other content. For 

example, to celebrate the first episode of Squad Wars, The Try Guys released a 

full uncut version of their previous episode back in Season 2. This functioned as a 

way to engage with their audiences, and promote both the previous video and the 

Squad Wars series. Another manifestation of conservation of program resources is 

the use of short video clips cut out from previous episodes, to engage with 

audiences through relatable content and memes.  

 

Figure 34: Web posts that apply conservation of program resources 

    

 

 These strategies outline the importance of exhausting materials in order to 

stay in-demand and well-connected with audiences. This frequent uploading 

safeguards The Try Guys from becoming irrelevant and detached from its market. 
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As a result, the conservation of program resources is necessary in fulfilling its 

objective of staying in the loop with its audience. A key takeaway from the re-

using of materials from The Try Guys is its multifaceted and multipurpose nature 

as a content. The uploads were not just for engaging audiences but also for 

promoting other content, all in the course of conserving the program resources.  

 

The Try Guys try to go traditional 

  Traditional media gives high regard for the ‘numbers game’ since it 

dictates how much advertising it had as a support. Given the tight competition 

against networks, traditional programmers often apply the strategy of producing 

all kinds of content in order to tap and bring in various groups of audiences. As a 

result, the collective number would always dominate the number of networks that 

cater to niche markets.  

 This element of programming is not applicable to The Try Guys since its 

nature as a product cannot be compared to the operations of traditional networks. 

BuzzFeedVideo as a multiplatform content producer, however, satisfies this 

element of breadth of appeal as manifested in their multiple uploads of different 

types of videos in a span of a week. Clicking on the subscribe or bell button 

would mean getting notified for all uploads, not just activities of The Try Guys.  

 The Try Guys Facebook page serve as the main platform for the 

exclusively targeted market of The Try Guys. This describes their greater effort to 

engage with the audiences in that platform since they are certain with the  
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followers of The Try Guys. The consistency within the page establishes its unique 

relationship with the audience – creating a sense of affinity that is optimized by 

The Try Guys across all platforms as well.  

 The digital media landscape requires a modified model and set of 

programming elements to maintain the influx of its audiences. Given that majority 

of the practices in traditional media have become obsolete, online programmers 

have adapted the core principles of traditional programming to the user-oriented 

and user-driven nature of online media. Such assimilation is vital in establishing 

dominance over the highly competitive market for online content producers.  

 The essential function of programming to secure the greatest number of 

audiences delivered to advertisers, however, remains the same for digital media. 

Its crucial concept of controlling and capitalizing audiences still prevail over its 

refined parts and applications across all platforms. Whatever strategy or form it 

takes, it leads back to the idea of bringing in the right market and commodifying 

them in the process.   

 

The Try Guys Go to War 

  Last January 26, 2017, The Try Guys officially released their competition reality 

series, “Squad Wars” on YouTube Red. Throughout the series run, it optimized both The 

Try Guys Facebook page and BuzzFeedVideo Viewing page for its promotions and 

announcements. The sections below discuss the impact of Squad Wars in the 

simultaneous programming of The Try Guys original series on YouTube and Facebook.  

This additional discussion on the paid-programming of Squad Wars strengthens the 
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manifestation of Critical Political Economy in BuzzFeed’s The Try Guys. This 

concretizes the perspective of Schiller (2007) on the emerging privatized and 

commodified structure of the Internet. 

 

 Introducing the Arena  

 YouTube Red is an expansion of YouTube that gave an enhanced, 

uninterrupted user-experience across the platform (“Red,” 2015). It is Google’s 

monthly subscription service that offers advertising-free streaming, downloadable 

content for offline viewing, background play feature, free Google Play Music 

subscription, and access to YouTube Red Originals (Dougherty & Steel, 2015). 

As of March 2018, YouTube Red membership is at $9.99 per month and is only 

available in the following countries: Australia, Korea, Mexico, New Zealand, and 

the United States. Countries that are not on the list may still watch YouTube Red 

Originals by purchasing it per video via credit or debit card. 

Squad Wars is one of the YouTube Red Originals produced by BuzzFeed 

Motion Pictures. It is a competition series hosted by The Try Guys featuring 

different teams or ‘squads’ competing against each other in unconventional 

challenges – reminiscent to the premise of The Try Guys original series. The goal 

is to come out as the best ‘squad’ as judged by The Try Guys themselves and 

other celebrity judges. The Squad Wars currently has ten episodes in total, with 

one offered for free during its mid-series. 

 YouTube Red as a paid-for monthly subscription service applies an online 

version of the traditional strategy of ‘tiering’. According to Ferguson (2013), 
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tiering is a programming strategy that describes the behavior of audiences to 

prefer higher-tiered programming (e.g. subscribing to premium programming) 

over regular programming. With all the features provided by YouTube Red, 

particularly its access to YouTube Red Originals, it is likely for users to subscribe 

and pay for more content. This new service offered by YouTube significantly 

demonstrates the “privatized and commodified structure of “informationalized 

capitalism” (Schiller, 2007, xiv).” It concretizes the emerging capitalistic structure 

that benefit from online users who thrive for an overall better user-experience 

while surfing the Internet. YouTube Red is just one of the many profitable 

offshoots developed and promoted by varied online platforms.  

 

War Breakout   

  The Squad Wars was primarily introduced and promoted on the The Try 

Guys Facebook Page and BuzzFeedVideo YouTube channel. This new series 

leveraged on the existing significant following on both platforms – ensuring a 

strong starting reach for all of its releases. When the Squad Wars came out last 

January 26, 2017, The Try Guys original series was on its mid-season, 

particularly on its 6th episode of Season 7. As a result, the programming of Squad 

Wars affected the regular programming of The Try Guys. 

 

 All-Out War 

 The promotions for Squad Wars substantially utilized the two main 

platforms of The Try Guys series, Facebook and YouTube. It exhausted most of 
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the affordances provided by each – maximizing new features in order to attract 

The Try Guys audiences, particularly those willing to pay for their new series. 

From customizing their Profile and Cover Photo of The Try Guys Facebook page 

to going Live (both Facebook Live and YouTube Live), the affordances provided 

by each platform have considerably contributed to the success of Squad Wars.  

 Of the two platforms, it was Facebook that was mostly taken advantage of, 

given its many features for engagement. It allowed promotional materials for 

Squad Wars to be posted at least once a week, often in a form of a short clip 

preview of the next episode.   

 

Figure 35: The Try Guys Facebook page Cover Photo 

 

 

 Hyperlinks played an essential role in promoting Squad Wars across the 

two platforms. For YouTube, hyperlinks primarily came in the form of end-

screens, while for Facebook, URL links with thumbnail previews were used in 

status updates and comments sections of posts. All of the pathways from the 

aforementioned lead to the Squad Wars playlist on YouTube Red. This directly 

illustrates the intent to make audiences purchase either a YouTube Red 
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membership or at least an episode of Squad Wars. True enough, the ubiquitous 

and exhaustive nature of the Squad Wars promotions enforced the market to 

consider the YouTube Red experience.  

 

Figure 36: The Try Guys Facebook page Facebook comment on a Status Update, 
End-screens on an episode from The Try Guys on YouTube 
 

\ 

 

Disrupted Models 

 The promotions for Squad Wars disrupted the programming of The Try 

Guys on both its Facebook Page and YouTube channel. It brought irregularity to 

the selection and scheduling processes facilitated and managed by its online 

programmers. The change was direct and evident across all the content produced 

in the different platforms.  

 I attribute the publicity of Squad Wars to novelty. The incongruity it 

brought in, specifically in the content, makes it an attractive product for The Try 

Guys audiences. From posting a Squad Wars-themed BuzzFeed quiz to 

incorporating a Squad Wars advertisement on the last twenty seconds of every 

episode of The Try Guys, it is clear that BuzzFeed stepped up its promotions by 

penetrating the content it regularly produces. It even introduced a new format of 
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video content with their episode, “Four Types of Friends You Have • Try Guys”, 

which featured a ‘short’ from The Try Guys – an obvious novelty for its regular 

audience.  

 

Figure 37: The Try Guys episode, “The Four Types of Friends You - Have Try 
Guys” 

 

 

 The first few weeks since the first release of Squad Wars created an 

inconsistency with the upload days of The Try Guys original series. Instead of 

uploading on weekends, it often posted during Thursday – significantly disrupting 

the habit formation and routine of audiences.  

 

Crossing Borders 

  It is clear that the promotions of Squad Wars required the optimization of 

what can be offered by Facebook and YouTube. From its maximization of user 

interface affordances to its strategic content selection and scheduling, it is evident 

that online programmers had exhausted what platforms can provide in order to 

make audiences stay and consume content produced by BuzzFeed. While it has 
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already been established that Squad Wars maximized the potentials of its 

platforms for promotions, the series took it further by applying cross-platform 

programming, particularly the strategy of cross-promoting.  

Since Facebook functioned as The Try Guy’s platform for engagement, it 

became the main platform for producing and sharing content from other online 

platforms as well. The Squad Wars series, utilized at least five platforms: Try 

Guys Facebook Page, BuzzFeedVideo Viewing Page of The Try Guys, 

BuzzFeedVideo Viewing Page of Squad Wars, BuzzFeed website, and Twitter.  

  The application of the cross-platform strategy only applied to content 

related to the Squad Wars series. Regular episodes and other content from The 

Try Guys were not cross-posted or cross-referenced in any platform, in any way. 

This suggests the novelty of Squad Wars to BuzzFeed. The applied strategies 

which centered and streamlined its promotional efforts for Squad Wars put 

forward the priority of BuzzFeed to highlight and boost its money-generating 

YouTube Red Original series. It is evident that when it comes to a product they 

can directly profit from, active engagement with audiences through aggressive 

promotions is called for and practiced ingenuously.   

 

The Victory is Ours 

The online programming strategies of The Try Guys exhaust what online 

platforms can offer to satisfy their target audiences. Online programmers utilize platform 

affordances, architectural information, and user interface (UI) in order to enhance the 

user-experience of audiences upon viewing content. From the arrangement of sections to 
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the built-in social media network algorithms, audiences play a vital role in coming up 

with effective programming strategies that both cater to audiences and advertisers.  

The traditional elements of programming are still utilized by online programmers. 

It is, however, adapted to suit the user-oriented nature of the digital media. One of the 

strengths of online programming lies upon the platform, particularly its affordances that 

help facilitate the audience flow from one unit of content to another. Through platforms, 

online programmers have the capacity to create pathways that sustain and build loyal 

audiences. Ultimately, the user interface and affordances of online platforms vitally help 

online programming in fulfilling its primary goal of drawing in the greatest possible 

number of targeted audiences. 

The promotions of Squad Wars interfered with the regular programming of The 

Try Guys. It penetrated content, altered upload days, and used up The Try Guy’s 

promotional resources and platforms – exhausting all efforts to introduce their new series 

from YouTube Red. The aggressive practices of Squad Wars are reflective of BuzzFeed’s 

motivation to capitalize on audiences – exhausting all means to profit off their interests, 

preferences, and behaviors. Ultimately, BuzzFeed is an exhaustive media company that 

works up to its promotional capacity to capitalize on what audiences can offer in return.    

Programming, therefore, is one of BuzzFeed’s enforcements to fulfill its objective 

of gaining profit from advertisers through audiences. Since programming is a practice 

that upholds the control and influence over audiences, it is reasonable for BuzzFeed to 

adapt and make sound strategies that suit the multiple platforms it has. In turn, it is the 

prime responsibility of online programmers to keep up with the developing landscape of 
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digital media to secure a tight grip on audiences and their relationship with different 

online platforms.   
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Chapter 6 

 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

 

 This study aims to understand programming and its relationship with online 

platforms given the nature of digital media. Specifically, it seeks to examine the control 

and power of programming strategies to audiences across different platforms. The Try 

Guys of BuzzFeed serves as my case study in recognizing how influential and essential 

programming is in keeping content and platform relevant not just to audiences but more 

importantly to producers and advertisers. This case study examines as well how 

BuzzFeed incorporated Squad Wars, an exclusive series on YouTube Red, into their 

regular programming of The Try Guys original series on BuzzFeedVideo and Try Guys 

Facebook page. 

 This study is built on the nature of digital media as a participative and user-

oriented space. Enforced by user-driven content and media sharing formats, it is expected 

that such restructuring of landscape significantly impacts how online media companies 

program their content and manage their online platforms. Since it is established that 

audiences are empowered through digital media, online programmers, therefore, carry the 

responsibility of using and combatting such market capacity, turning it into a business 

advantage. Ultimately, programmers employ strategies encompassing content and 

platforms in order to suit business and communication objectives of delivering audiences 

to advertisers.  
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 Understanding and catering to audiences play a key role in the successes of 

BuzzFeed, particularly in its venture with The Try Guys and Squad Wars. Through 

assumptions and insights gathered from the market, BuzzFeed uses the basic principles of 

traditional programming and transforms it into online programming that best suits its 

target audience. This is manifested in the optimization of user interface and platform 

affordances and in their selection and scheduling of content.  

 Convenient and interactive user-experience is BuzzFeed’s strategy in optimizing 

the user-interface and affordances of platforms. It ensures that all features are easily 

accessed and navigated – promoting content to be explored and furthered within and 

across the platforms. It leverages on the simplicity and consistency of architectural 

information to guide audiences which content to engage in and which content to move 

forward with. In terms of the selection and scheduling of content, BuzzFeed uses the 

interests of audiences to its advantage. It carries out various programming strategies to 

continuously attract and stay relevant to audiences by factoring in engagement and 

novelty and trendiness of content.  

 These strategies point out the importance and influence of audiences in 

constructing and executing online programming. Audiences have the capacity to decide 

which content to engage in, whenever and wherever they want. As consequence to this 

user-driven nature of online platforms, the concept of audience flow becomes obsolete. 

The individual decisions of users counter the assumptions that a collective audience flows 

from one program unit to another. Online audiences are too complex to collectively and 

definitively control because of the variety of choices made accessible and available to 

them via online platforms.  
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 The complexity of audiences, however, do not completely decentralize the power 

of media companies like BuzzFeed. In fact, they employ online strategies to combat such 

behavior by disguising user-actions as if they were decided on their own. There is an 

existing invisible structure that feeds audiences the ‘free’ choice of consuming content 

they wish to engage in. In turn, online programming becomes an essential practice to let 

audiences decide among the options set and provided by content and online platforms. 

Programming concretizes the strategy of keeping both the audience and the 

advertisers satisfied. Its basic principle of delivering audiences to advertisers remain the 

same throughout any medium it partakes in. The primary customer stays the same; 

advertisers are not going anywhere even if the landscape changes.  
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Chapter 7 

IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

Implications 

This study on online programming was prompted by my inquiry on the extent of 

audience power and control in the programming of platforms. With my prior knowledge 

of programming, I figured that audiences, no matter how empowered they seem to be, 

would be overpowered, though discretely, by structures set by programmers, who 

ultimately cater to the interests of advertisers.  

 In this case study, the capitalistic point-of-view of Eastman and Ferguson towards 

programming was used in lobbying the commodification of audiences through the 

application of the elements and model of programming. As set by the aforementioned 

authors, this study leveraged the controlled movement of audiences to justify the existing 

power-play between audiences and programmers. This influence over the market serves 

as an indicator of Critical Political Economy within the structures set by online 

programmers, particularly those established in the platforms of BuzzFeed’s The Try Guys 

and Squad Wars.  

 While the study revolves around the manifestations of Critical Political Economy 

in the online programming of The Try Guys and Squad Wars, I suggest examining it once 

again with an in-depth look on the power of platforms versus the power of audiences. 

This may utilize Foucault’s take on the concept of power that may be appropriate in 

explaining the different levels of power, as manifested by the interaction of audiences 
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against the online programming and platforms. The study’s current theoretical lens 

proves to be somewhat lacking given its overarching scope of commodifying audiences.   

 It is also recommended that future researchers interrogate the Theory of 

Hypertextuality and its relation to online programming and how BuzzFeed utilized links 

in promoting most of the content outside their platform. While the data shows that the 

cross-platform relationship serves more for increasing reach, it would be interesting to 

see how such hyperlinking can contribute to user-experience and engagement of 

audiences.  

 As for the methods employed, the qualitative research on the two platforms was 

sufficient in characterizing and outlining the programming strategies of The Try Guys 

and Squad Wars. The platforms and content were sufficient to understand the direct and 

indirect strategies that increase the viewership and engagement of audiences. However, 

the researches on this topic may still be expanded, specifically with regards to sample 

size including the dates covered. The changes in the programming would have been more 

noticeable if the study investigated the programming before and after Squad Wars – 

emphasizing the difference of the programming during the simultaneous run of the two 

series.  

 This study paves the way for the development of programming analysis. Through 

this study on cross-platform online programming, this particular analysis significantly 

functions both methodologically and theoretically. As a methodology, the programming 

analysis guides the platform analysis – outlining the significance of user interfaces, 

platform affordances, and architectural information in analyzing online platforms. As a 
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theory, the programming analysis determines the key elements and concepts that expound 

on the phenomenon and changing landscape of the media. 

 

Recommendations 

 BuzzFeed is just one of the many online media companies dominating the world 

one online user at a time. I recommend looking into other multiplatform media 

companies to study their own versions of online programming strategies across their 

existing platforms. This study would contribute to the on-going literature on the 

developing online programming strategies.  

 Further, I recommend the study of how programming varies across different 

viewing devices such as laptops, mobile phones, and tablets. This is brought out by the 

differing architectural information and user interface for every viewing device, which 

could possibly affect the programming experience for every user.   

 I highly suggest for a study focused on YouTube Red and its implications as a 

paid streaming subscription service to the current landscape of YouTube. I see this is a 

great opportunity to apply the Critical Political Economy of media since this is directly 

attributed to paid engagement in exchange for its features on streaming and advertising. It 

would be recommended too to focus on Squad Wars as a case study to further literature 

on online tiering, online subscription services, and Critical Political Economy of online 

media.  
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APPENDIX A 

Units of analysis, samples, and units of observation 

 

Units of 

Analysis 

Samples  Units of Observation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Try 

Guys 

Facebook 

Page 

 

 

 

 

 

The Try Guys Facebook Page  

User Interface 

Five Planes of User Centered 

Design for Web 

• Skeleton plane 

o Interface design 

o Navigation design 

• Structure plane 

o Interaction design 

o Information 

architecture 

Photo of The Try Guys with 

TODAY’s Kathie Lee and Hoda  

Date: 19 January 2017 

Parts of Programming Model: 

• Selection 

• Scheduling 

References to Squad Wars 

References to YouTube Channel 

Shared Post from TODAY’s 

website (Title: Watch 

BuzzFeed’s Try Guys pay flip 

cup with Hoda and Jenna) 

Parts of Programming Model: 

• Selection 

• Scheduling 

References to Squad Wars 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Try 

Guys 

Facebook 

Page 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Date: 19 January 2017 References to YouTube Channel 

Shared Video from YouTube 

(Title: The Try Guys Try 

Hosting A Reality Show) 

Date: 20 January 2017 

Parts of Programming Model: 

• Selection 

• Scheduling 

References to Squad Wars 

References to YouTube Channel 

Photo of The Try Guys 

merchandise 

Date: 24 January 2017 

Parts of Programming Model: 

• Selection 

• Scheduling 

References to Squad Wars 

References to YouTube Channel 

Photo of Squad Wars Launch 

Date: 27 January 2017 

Parts of Programming Model: 

• Selection 

• Scheduling 

References to Squad Wars 

References to YouTube Channel 

Facebook Live of The Try Guys 

Squad Wars Watch Party 

Date: 27 January 2017 

Parts of Programming Model: 

• Selection 

• Scheduling 

References to Squad Wars 

References to YouTube Channel 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Try 

Guys 

Facebook 

Page 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cover Photo Update 

Date: 27 January 2017 

Parts of Programming Model: 

• Selection 

• Scheduling 

References to Squad Wars 

References to YouTube Channel 

Photo of The Try Guys 

Date: 28 January 2017 

Parts of Programming Model: 

• Selection 

• Scheduling 

References to Squad Wars 

References to YouTube Channel 

New episode: Trump Tower 

Taste Test – The Try Guys 

Date: 28 January 2017 

Parts of Programming Model: 

• Selection 

• Scheduling 

References to Squad Wars 

References to YouTube Channel 

Shared Tweet from Zach 

Kornfeld 

Date: 30 January 2017 

Parts of Programming Model: 

• Selection 

• Scheduling 

References to Squad Wars 

References to YouTube Channel 

Facebook Live of The Try Guys 

with The Hollywood Reporter 

Date: 31 January 2017 

Parts of Programming Model: 

• Selection 

• Scheduling 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Try 

Guys 

Facebook 

Page 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

References to Squad Wars 

References to YouTube Channel 

Facebook Live of The Try Guys 

with What’s Trending 

Date: 2 February 2017 

Parts of Programming Model: 

• Selection 

• Scheduling 

References to Squad Wars 

References to YouTube Channel 

Resharing of Facebook Live of 

The Try Guys with What’s 

Trending 

Date: 2 February 2017 

Parts of Programming Model: 

• Selection 

• Scheduling 

References to Squad Wars 

References to YouTube Channel 

BuzzFeed Quiz: Which Try Guy 

Are You? 

Date: 2 February 2017 

Parts of Programming Model: 

• Selection 

• Scheduling 

References to Squad Wars 

References to YouTube Channel 

New episode: The Try Guys 

Wear Boob Weights For A Day 

Date: 6 February 2017 

Parts of Programming Model: 

• Selection 

• Scheduling 

References to Squad Wars 

References to YouTube Channel 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Try 

Guys 

Facebook 

Page 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Shared Post from BuzzFeed 

Zach 

Date: 7 February 2017 

Parts of Programming Model: 

• Selection 

• Scheduling 

References to Squad Wars 

References to YouTube Channel 

Video: The Best Part of the Day 

Date: 10 February 2017 

Parts of Programming Model: 

• Selection 

• Scheduling 

References to Squad Wars 

References to YouTube Channel 

Shared Post from Kathie Lee 

and Hoda 

Date: 11 February 2017 

Parts of Programming Model: 

• Selection 

• Scheduling 

References to Squad Wars 

References to YouTube Channel 

Video of The Try Guys in 

Squad Wars 

Date: 15 February 2017 

Parts of Programming Model: 

• Selection 

• Scheduling 

References to Squad Wars 

References to YouTube Channel 

Shared Video from YouTube 

(Title: The Try Guys Prank 

Each Other) 

Parts of Programming Model: 

• Selection 

• Scheduling 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Try 

Guys 

Facebook 

Page 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Date: 16 February 2017 References to Squad Wars 

References to YouTube Channel 

Photo of The Try Guys for 

Valentine’s Day 

Date: 16 February 2017 

Parts of Programming Model: 

• Selection 

• Scheduling 

References to Squad Wars 

References to YouTube Channel 

Video of The Try Guys in 

Squad Wars 

Date: 22 February 2017 

Parts of Programming Model: 

• Selection 

• Scheduling 

References to Squad Wars 

References to YouTube Channel 

New episode: The Try Guys Try 

Virtual Reality 

Date: 22 February 2017 

Parts of Programming Model: 

• Selection 

• Scheduling 

References to Squad Wars 

References to YouTube Channel 

Photo of The Try Guys for 

YouTube Lives 

Date: 23 February 2017 

Parts of Programming Model: 

• Selection 

• Scheduling 

References to Squad Wars 

References to YouTube Channel 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Try 

Guys 

Facebook 

Page 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Status Update for YouTube 

Live 

Date: 24 February 2017 

Parts of Programming Model: 

• Selection 

• Scheduling 

References to Squad Wars 

References to YouTube Channel 

Shared Post for YouTube Live 

Date: 24 February 2017 

Parts of Programming Model: 

• Selection 

• Scheduling 

References to Squad Wars 

References to YouTube Channel 

Video of New Episode for 

Squad Wars 

Date: 2 March 2017 

Parts of Programming Model: 

• Selection 

• Scheduling 

References to Squad Wars 

References to YouTube Channel 

Video: We Took A Friendship 

DNA Test 

Date: 6 March 2017 

Parts of Programming Model: 

• Selection 

• Scheduling 

References to Squad Wars 

References to YouTube Channel 

Shared Post for The Dudesons 

Date: 10 March 2017 

Parts of Programming Model: 

• Selection 

• Scheduling 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Try 

Guys 

Facebook 

Page 

 

References to Squad Wars 

References to YouTube Channel 

Video: Reasons to Ban Every 

Movie 

Date: 10 March 2017 

Parts of Programming Model: 

• Selection 

• Scheduling 

References to Squad Wars 

References to YouTube Channel 

New Episode: The Try Guys 

Try Sexy Alcoholic Drinks 

Date: 13 March 2017 

Parts of Programming Model: 

• Selection 

• Scheduling 

References to Squad Wars 

References to YouTube Channel 

Video: Reasons to Ban Every 

Country 

Date: 18 March 2017 

Parts of Programming Model: 

• Selection 

• Scheduling 

References to Squad Wars 

References to YouTube Channel 

Video: The Four Type of 

Friends You Have – The Try 

Guys 

Date: 23 March 2017 

Parts of Programming Model: 

• Selection 

• Scheduling 

References to Squad Wars 

References to YouTube Channel 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Try 

Guys 

YouTube 

Channel 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Try Guys YouTube 

Channel  

User Interface 

Five Planes of User Centered 

Design for Web 

• Skeleton plane 

o Interface design 

o Navigation design 

• Structure plane 

o Interaction design 

o Information 

architecture 

Video: Squad Wars Bonus – 

Try Guys Try Hosting 

Date: 19 January 2017 

Parts of Programming Model: 

• Selection 

• Scheduling 

References to Squad Wars 

References to  Facebook Page 

Video: Trump Grill Taste Test – 

Try Guys Try Hosting 

Date: 27 January 2017 

Parts of Programming Model: 

• Selection 

• Scheduling 

References to Squad Wars 

References to  Facebook Page 

Video: The Try Guys Wear 

Boob Weights for A Day 

Date: 5 February 2017 

Parts of Programming Model: 

• Selection 

• Scheduling 

References to Squad Wars 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Try 

Guys 

YouTube 

Channel 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

References to  Facebook Page 

Video: The Try Guys Prank 

Each Other // Presented by 

Warner Bros. Pictures Fist Fight 

Date: 15 February 2017 

Parts of Programming Model: 

• Selection 

• Scheduling 

References to Squad Wars 

References to  Facebook Page 

Live Video: The Try Guys 

React to their New Show – 

Squad Wars 

Date: 23 February 2017 

Parts of Programming Model: 

• Selection 

• Scheduling 

References to Squad Wars 

References to  Facebook Page 

Video: The Try Guys 90s 

Boyband Music Video 

Challenge 

Date: 23 February 2017 

Parts of Programming Model: 

• Selection 

• Scheduling 

References to Squad Wars 

References to  Facebook Page 

Video: The Try Guys Take a 

Friendship DNA Test 

Date: 5 March 2017 

Parts of Programming Model: 

• Selection 

• Scheduling 

References to Squad Wars 

References to  Facebook Page 

Video: The Try Guys Sexy 

Alcohol Taste Test 

Parts of Programming Model: 

• Selection 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Try 

Guys 

YouTube 

Channel 

Date: 12 March 2017 • Scheduling 

References to Squad Wars 

References to  Facebook Page 

Video: The Four Types of 

Friends You Have – Try Guys 

Date: 19 March 2017 

Parts of Programming Model: 

• Selection 

• Scheduling 

References to Squad Wars 

References to  Facebook Page 

Video: The Try Guys Wear 

High Heels for a Night 

Date: 26 March 2017 

Parts of Programming Model: 

• Selection 

• Scheduling 

References to Squad Wars 

References to  Facebook Page 



APPENDIX B 

The Try Guys Facebook page Interaction Design under Structure Plane 

 

Parts of a 

Facebook Page  

Specific Part  Response to User-

Action 

Remarks 

Menu Bar 

 

 

• This links the 

Users to their 

News Feed. 

 

 

• It searches 

and links 

suggestions 

from what the 

User has 

typed. 

• It provides user’s 

recent searches. 

 

 

• Links user’s 

Facebook 

Wall 

 

 

• This links the 

Users to their 

News Feed. 

 

 

• This provides 

a drop-down 

list for all 

 



friend 

requests 

 

• This provides 

a drop-down 

list of User’s 

messages.  

• This is linked to 

the Messenger 

Application. 

 

• This provides 

a drop-down 

list of the 

User’s 

notifications. 

 

 

• This provides 

a drop-down 

list of links to 

help out the 

User. 

• It provides the 

following: search 

bar, link to the 

Help Center, 

frequently asked 

questions for 

Home Page, 

Timeline, Chat 

and Messages, 

Account Security 

and Privacy, link 

to Privacy 



Checkup, link to 

Privacy Shortcuts, 

access to message 

Support Team, 

and access to 

report a problem. 

•  

 

• This provides 

a drop-down 

list of links 

for managing 

Pages. 

• It provides the 

following: access 

to see and switch 

Pages, create and 

manage Pages, 

create and view 

new groups, 

create and 

manage Ads, and 

link to following: 

Activity Log, 



News Feed 

Preferences, 

Setting, and Log 

Out. 

 

 

 

 

Left Side Menu

 

 

• This tab 

directs the 

User to the 

top-most part 

of Facebook 

page 

 

 

 

 

 

• This tab 

directs the 

User to all of 

the episodes 

on the 

Facebook 

Page, 

• After the end of 

the episode, the 

next video 

automatically 

plays from the 

playlist. 

 



categorized 

into seasons. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

• This tab 

directs the 

User to the 

“About” of 

the Facebook 

Page, which 

provides a 

brief 

description of 

the Page and 

its contact 

details. 

 

• It also shares 

what type of 

Facebook page: 

Public Figure. 

• It provides users 

the mean to 

suggest edits. 

• The brief 

description is the 

same description 

found below the 

Page User Name. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• This tab 

directs the 

User to the 

Community 

tab, which 

displays 

Friends who 

have liked the 

same Page. 

• It also 

provides the 

current 

following of 

the Facebook 

page: Likes 

and Follows. 

 

 

 

 

 

• This tab 

directs the 

User to the 

Playlist 

• This is only 

applicable to 

episodes that have 

several parts. 



section.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• This tab 

directs the 

User to non-

Try Guys 

videos that 

feature at least 

one Try Guy 

in the video. 

 

 

 

 

• All videos are 

produced by 

BuzzFeed. 

 

 

 

 

 

• This tab 

directs Users 

to all the posts 

on the 

Facebook 

page arranged 

in most recent 

order. 

• There is a pinned 

post.  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• This tab 

directs the 

User to all the 

photos 

uploaded on 

the Facebook 

page. 

• They are 

organized into 

albums.  

• Users have 

the option to 

view it per 

album or as a 

collection of 

all the photos, 

arranged in 

most recent 

order. 

• Users are allowed 

to post status 

updates in this 

section.  

 



 

 

 

 

 

Cover Photo/ 

Video 

 

 • This directs 

user to view 

the cover 

video.

 

• The cover video 

is the new 

episode of the Try 

Guys. 

• Right side of the 

screen allows 

users to like, 

react, comment, 

share, and view 

other videos from 

the Facebook 

Page. 

 

 

Profile Picture 

 

 • This tab 

directs the 

User to view 

the profile 

picture.

 

• Right side of the 

screen allows 

users to like, 

react, comment, 

and share from 

the Facebook 

Page. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Page Username

 

 

 

 

 

 

• This refreshes 

the Facebook 

page. 

• There is a blue 

verification check 

mark beside the 

username which 

signifies the 

authenticity of the 

Facebook page. 

 

 

 

 

• This provides 

information 

on how to 

search for the 

Facebook 

page on 

Facebook and 

Messenger. 

•  

• The user only 

needs to hover the 

mouse over the 

username for the 

information to 

appear. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• This provides 

a checkbox 

list of options 

on the 

relationship of 

the user to the 

Facebook 

• The options under 

the News Feed 

pertains to 

following 

behavior of the 

user in terms of 

the post’s 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Call-to-action 

Buttons 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

page with 

regard to the 

News Feed 

and 

notifications. 

 

appearance on his 

or her News Feed. 

The user may opt 

to: see the post 

first, see it by 

default, or not see 

it at all, without 

unliking the 

Facebook page. 

• The options under 

the Notifications 

pertains to the 

user’s choice if he 

or she would like 

to be notified by 

any activity of 

Facebook page. 

 

 

 

• This provides 

an action 

button to 

either like or 

unlike the 

 



Facebook 

page 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• This action 

button allows 

the user to 

“share” the 

link of the 

Page.  

• The user has 

different 

options on (1) 

where he or 

she will post 

it, (2) who can 

view it, and 

(3) how to 

customize the 

post through 

tags, location 

pins, 

“Feelings”.  

 



 

 

 

 

 

• This action 

button allows 

users to 

“save” the 

page and view 

it at their own 

time on their 

Saved section. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• This provides 

a drop-down 

list of 

different 

action 

buttons: 

create a page, 

like as your 

page, invite 

friends, block 

page, and 

report. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

• This action 

button allows 

users to 

message the 

manager or 

admin of the 

Facebook 

page. 

• Once clicked, a 

chatbox will 

appear to 

facilitate the 

messaging. 

 

 

 

 

 

Status 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• This allows 

users to type 

anything on 

the Facebook 

page. 

• After posting, the 

status is subject 

for review of the 

people who 

manage the Page. 

 

 

 

 

 

• This allows 

users to attach 

a photo or 

video to the 

• After posting, the 

status is subject 

for review of the 



 

 

status posted 

on the 

Facebook 

page.  

people who 

manage the Page. 

     

 

• A caption may or 

may not 

accompany the 

picture or video.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

• This provides 

users the 

option to post 

using 

different 

accounts or 

pages. 

 

 

 

 

• This allows 

users to attach 

a photo to the 

Status. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• This allows 

users to tag 

people from 

user’s 

Friends’ list in 

the Status 

post. 

 

 

 

 

• This allows 

users to 

specify his or 

her location 

through 

Check-in.  

 

 

 

• This action 

button posts 

the Status. 

 

 

Pages liked by 

the Page 

 

 • This section 

shows and 

links some 

Facebook 

Pages that 

The Try Guys 

 



Facebook 

page has liked 

 

 

 

 

Language 

Settings 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• This section 

provides 

language 

options 

translate the 

text of 

Facebook 

according to 

the User’s 

preference. 

 

  

 

 

• The action 

button allows 

users to add 

other 

languages. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 • The footer 

provides links 

to view the 

following: 

Facebook 

Privacy, 

 



 

 

 

Footer 

 

Terms, 

Advertising, 

Ad Choices, 

Cookies, and 

drop-drop list 

for: About, 

Careers, 

Developers, 

and Help. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



APPENDIX C 

The Try Guys Facebook page Information Architecture Under Structure Plane 

 

Main Divisions of the 

Facebook Page 

Organizing Principle Remarks 

Username and  

“About” 

  

• It is found on the top left 

portion of the Facebook 

page. 

• When the user navigates 

below the Facebook page, 

the Username and ‘About’ 

still appears on the top left 

portion of the Page.  

 

 

 

Left Side Menu 

 

• It is found on the left side of 

the Facebook page. 

• It provides all the main 

divisions Users can choose 

from while navigating the 

Page. 

• When the User navigates 

below the Facebook page, it 

• The 

arrangement of 

the tabs in the 

Left Side menu 

determines the 

arrangement of 

sections of the 

Facebook page.   



remains on the left side of 

the Facebook Page. 

 

 

Cover Video and Call-to-

action Buttons Section 

 

• It is positioned on the top 

portion of the Facebook 

page.  

• The Cover video occupies 

most of the screen when the 

User clicks “Home”.  

• When the User navigates 

below the Facebook page, 

the Call-to-action buttons 

remain on top part of the 

Page. 

 

 

Episodes Section 

 

• The Episodes is the first 

section after the Cover 

Video. 

• It shows the most recent 

season of The Try Guys, 

• It is in carousel 

format.  



arranged in most recent 

order.  

• It provides a link to see all 

the episodes of the season. 

Status Section 

 

• The Status is below the 

Episodes section. 

 

Type of Facebook Page 

 

• The type of Facebook page is 

seen right beside the Status.  

 

 

 

Playlist Section 

 

• This section is below the 

Status.  

• This playlist section is 

arranged in most recent 

order. 

• It provides an action-button 

to view the rest of the 

playlists.  

• It is in carousel 

format. 

 

Community Section 

 

• This section is positioned 

below the the classification 

of the Facebook Page. 

• It provides the following 

options (in order): to invite 

Friends, to view Friends who 

 



follow the Facebook page, 

and to see the number of 

people following the Page. 

• It provides an action-button 

to view all Friends who 

follow the Page and to invite 

more Friends to like the 

Page.  

 

 

 

 

 

About Section 

 

• This section is positioned 

below the Community 

Section. 

• It first shows the brief 

description of the Page. And 

it is proceeded by the 

number of seasons and 

episodes uploaded on the 

Facebook Page. 

• It provides an action-button 

to view the complete 

description and contact 

details of the Page. 

 

 



 

Pages liked by this Page 

 

• This section is positioned 

below the About section.  

• This section features 3 

vertically arranged liked 

pages. 

• When the User navigates 

below the Page, this section 

remains on the right side. 

• The liked Pages 

are affiliated 

with the 

producers of 

The Try Guys, 

BuzzFeed. 

•  

 

 

 

 

Language Settings 

 

• This section is positioned 

below the Pages liked by this 

Page section. 

• The languages are color-

coded (gray for currently 

used and blue for 

suggestions). 

• When the User navigates 

below the Page, this section 

remains on the right side. 

•  

 

Footer 

 

• The Footer is positioned on 

the lower right side of the 

Page.  

 

 

 



• The links are arranged 

horizontally.  

• The Copyright serves as the 

last part of the section. 

• When the User navigates 

below the Page, this section 

remains on the right side. 

More Videos Section 

 

• This section is below the 

Playlist section. 

• The videos are arranged in 

most recent order. 

•  

 

Posts 

 

• The post section is below the 

More Videos Section. 

• The web posts (status, 

photos, videos, links) are 

arranged in most recent 

order. 

• There is a pinned post, which 

appears on the top part of the 

Post Section. 

•  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



APPENDIX D 

The Try Guys Facebook page Wayfinding 

 

Parts of the Facebook Page Manifestation of Wayfinding Remarks 

Navigation Bar 

 

• By default, the navigation 

bar shows the Facebook 

page the User is currently 

viewing. 

• Even if the 

User deletes 

the text, the 

navigation bar 

automatically 

shows the 

name of the 

Facebook 

Page. 

Left Side Menu 

 

• When a User is viewing a 

certain section, the tab on 

the left-side menu is 

highlighted through a 

lighter shade of gray as a 

background.  

 



 

 

 

 

 

• When a User clicks a 

video, it automatically 

takes up majority the 

screen. 

• There is an action-button 

found on the upper left 

corner of the material to 

guide Users back to the 

Timeline.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



APPENDIX E 

  The Try Guys Facebook Page Wireframe 

 



APPENDIX F 

The Try Guys Facebook page Information Design under Skeleton Plane 

 

Parts of YouTube 

Video Page 

Specific Part  Response to User-

Action 

Remarks 

Header 

  

• This opens the 

Drop-down Menu 

on the right.  

• This Drop-down 

Menu links the 

Home Page, 

Trending Page, and 

Subscription Page. 

• It also provides the 

Library section and 

Subscriptions 

section.  

• The Library Section 

allows users to 

view and watch 

User’s History, 

Watch Later, and 

Liked videos.  

• The 

subscription 

section is 

arranged 

alphabetically. 



• The Subscription 

Section provides 

the link to channels 

the User is 

subscribed to. 

 

 

• This action button 

links the User to the 

Home Page. 

 

Search Bar 

 

• The Search Bar 

allows User to type 

whatever  she or he 

is searching for on 

YouTube. 

 

Create 

 

• This Create action-

button allows user 

to either upload a 

video or go live.  

 

 



YouTube Apps 

 

• This provides a 

drop-down list for 

all available 

YouTube apps. 

• The YouTube app 

includes: YouTube 

TV, YouTube 

Gaming, YouTube 

Music, YouTube 

Kids, Creator 

Academy and 

YouTube for 

Artists. 

 

 

Notifications 

 

• This provides a 

drop-down list of 

User’s notifications 

from channels he or 

she is subscribed to. 

• The common 

notification is a 

new video 

upload 

notification 

from the 

channel the 



User is 

subscribed to.  

Channel Icon 

 

• This provides a 

drop-down list of 

settings. 

• The drop-down list 

includes the 

following: link to 

User’s channel, link 

to Creator Studio, 

action-button to 

switch accounts, 

action-button to 

sign out, action-

button to activate 

Dark theme, access 

to Settings, link to 

Help section, and 

action button to 

send feedback. 

• The drop-down list 

also allows the User 

to customize the 

 



following: 

language, location, 

restricted mode and 

YouTube viewing 

style. 

 

Video Player

 

 

• This is an action-

button for a User to 

play the video.  

 

 

  

• This is an action-

button for a User to 

play the “next” 

video.  

 

• This is 

arranged 

automatically 

by YouTube or 

customized by 

the channel. 

 
 

• This provides the 

option to hear or 

mute sound. 

 



• When the mouse 

hovers on the 

action-button, it 

allows the User to 

adjust the volume 

  

 
 

• This action-button 

activates the 

subtitles/closed 

captions to the 

video. 

 

 
 

• This is the Setting 

action-button.  

• Users may switch 

on the Autoplay 

and customize the 

speed and quality of 

the video. 

 

 

  

• This will change 

the viewing mode 

to Theater mode. 

 



  

• This will change 

the viewing mode 

to Full screen. 

 

Title

 

 

 

• This links to a 

separate page for 

the playlist. 

 

 

Action Buttons 

 

 

• Users can approve 

of the video or “like 

it”. 

 

 

• Users can 

disapprove of the 

video or “dislike 

it”. 

 

 

• This allows a User 

to share the video 

on other online 

platforms (directly 

or through 

embedding). 

• User is allowed 

to instantly 

share to the 

following 

platforms: 

Facebook, 

Twitter, 

Google Plus, 



 

Blogger, 

reddit, Tumblr, 

Pinterest, VK, 

LinkedIn, 

StumbleUpon, 

and via E-mail. 

 

• This action-button 

allows the User to 

add the video to his 

or her Watch Later 

and other personal 

playlists. 

 

 

 

• This provides the 

drop-down list of 

actions for users to: 

report the video, 

open transcript, and 

add translations. 

 

 



Icon Logo 

 

 

• This links the User 

to the YouTube 

channel of the 

uploader. 

 

  

• This links the User 

to the YouTube 

channel of the 

uploader. 

 

Subscribe Button 

 

 

• This action-button 

allows you to 

subscribe or 

unsubscribe to the 

YouTube channel. 

• Subscription 

entails getting 

notifications 

from the 

YouTube 

channel’s 

highlighted 

activities such 

as uploading a 

video or going 

live.  

Bell 

 

 

• This action-button, 

if turned on, sends a 

desktop and/or 

mobile notification 

• This is 

applicable to 

users who have 

a YouTube 



to the User every 

time the YouTube 

channel uploads a 

video or goes live. 

account 

connected to 

their desktop 

or mobile 

phone. 

 
 

• This is an action-

button to let the 

user see the rest of 

the description box. 

• The 

description box 

contains the 

following: 

description 

provided by 

the YouTube 

channel, 

release date, 

running time, 

language, 

category, and 

license of the 

video. 

Comments Section 

 

 

• This allows the 

User to publicly 

comment on the 

video. 

 



 

• For every comment, 

the user is allowed 

to reply, “like”, 

“dislike”, report 

spam or abuse, and 

view other replies 

to it.  

 

Up Next

 

 

 

• This thumbnail 

shows the preview 

of the Next video.  

• Clicking on it will 

link the User to this 

video.  

 

 

• This switch enables 

YouTube to 

automatically play 

the next suggested 

video after the 

current video ends. 

 



Suggestion

 

 

• YouTube 

automatically 

shows the 

thumbnails and 

titles of suggested 

videos and 

playlists.  

• YouTube often 

suggest videos 

from the same 

YouTuber, 

video of the 

same category 

or topic, and 

previously 

played videos.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



APPENDIX G 

The Try Guys YouTube Viewing page Interaction Design under Structure Plane 

 

Main Divisions of the 

YouTube Video Page 

Organizing Principle Remarks 

Header 

 

• It is found on the top portion 

of the YouTube video page. 

• When the user navigates 

below the page, this header 

remains on the top portion of 

the Page.  

 

 

Video and Action 

Buttons 

 

• It is found directly below the 

Header. 

• It is a section that occupies 

the most space. 

 

Up Next 

 

• This is found on the upper 

right corner of the page, right 

next to the video.  

 

 

 

 

• This is below the Up Next 

section.  

• It has the option 

to “Show more” 

so it can extend 



Suggested Videos 

 

• It is found right beside the 

video and the comments 

section.  

lower portion of 

the page.   

Description Box 

 

• This is found directly below 

the video.  

 

 

 

Comments Section 

 

• This is found below the 

Description Box. 

• It extends below until the last 

comment. 

• The comments 

can be arranged 

in two ways: top 

comments first or 

newest first.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



APPENDIX H 

BuzzFeedVideo YouTube Viewing  page Wayfinding 

 

Parts of the YouTube Video 

Page 

Manifestation of Wayfinding Remarks 

 

• By default, the video being 

currently watched by the 

User will be the biggest 

section in the page.  

 

 

 

 

• The page is only viewed 

vertically (up and down), so 

the User is in control of 

which part he/she is 

viewing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 APPENDIX I 

BuzzFeedVideo YouTube Viewing Page Wireframe 

 

 

 

 

 

 



APPENDIX J 

Selection and Scheduling of Web Posts on The Try Guys Facebook page 

 

# Web Post  Selection Scheduling  Remarks 

1 Photo of the Try 

Guys on NBC 

show, Today’s 

Kathie Lee and 

Hoda 

 

• This featured 

The Try Guys 

guesting on 

NBC show, 

Today’s Kathie 

Lee and Hoda. 

Date: 

01/18/2017 

Day: 

Wednesday 

Time: 

9:30 AM 

• The post had the 

hashtag, 

“#SquadWars”. 

• This is the first 

promotion for 

Squad Wars 

2 Shared link from 

Today’s website 

which featured a 

video clip of the 

Try Guys 

 

• It featured a 

video of the 

Try Guys 

playing Flip 

Cup with the 

hosts of 

Today’s Kathie 

Lee and Hoda.  

Date: 

01/18/2017 

Day: 

Wednesday 

Time: 

11:48 AM 

• The link from the 

Today’s website 

was linked to the 

Try Guys page. 

• The Try Guys 

page linked the 

YouTube version 

of the video in the 

comments section 



of the post.

.  

 

3 Shared link from 

BuzzFeedVideo 

that featured new 

episode on 

YouTube 

 

 

• It promoted the 

new episode 

uploaded on 

BuzzFeedVide

o 

• Post introduced 

the episode’s 

highlights: 

Howie Mandel 

and Squad 

Wars. 

Date: 

01/19/2017 

Day: 

Friday 

Time: 

1:11 PM 

• The post tagged 

the Facebook page 

of Howie Mandel. 

4 Uploaded a photo 

of the Try Guys 

wearing and selling 

their new 

merchandise 

• Post introduced 

the Try Guys 

merchandise.   

Date: 

01/23/2017 

Day: 

Monday 

Time: 

1:01 PM 

• Post provided a 

link to the 

BuzzFeed 

website’s Shop 

Section.   



 

5 Status update with 

main poster of 

Squad Wars 

 

• Post officially 

launched 

Squad Wars. 

• Status update 

featured a 

message from 

the Try Guys.  

Date: 

01/26/2017 

Day: 

Thursday 

Time: 

1:00 PM 

• Post provided a 

link to YouTube 

Red. 

6 Facebook Live of 

the Try Guys 

viewing first 

episode of Squad 

Wars   

 

• It’s a Facebook 

Live featuring 

the Try Guys 

viewing the 

first episode of 

Squad Wars. 

Date: 

01/26/2017 

Day: 

Thursday 

Time: 

3:00 PM 

• The Facebook 

Live lasted for 15 

minutes.  

7 Cover Photo 

 

• Change of 

Cover Photo 

featuring 

Squad Wars 

Date: 

01/26/2017 

Day: 

Thursday 

 



Time: 

3:50 PM 

8 Picture of the Try 

Guys 

 

• Picture of the 

Try Guys 

asking their 

audience, 

“Who’s in your 

squad?” 

Date: 

01/27/2017 

Day: 

Friday 

Time: 

2:59 PM 

• The Facebook 

pages of each Try 

Guy was tagged in 

the photo. 

9 New episode 

entitled, “Trump 

Grill Taste Test • 

The Try Guys”

 

• The post is an 

added episode 

entitled, 

“Trump Grill 

Taste Test • 

The Try 

Guys”. 

Date: 

01/27/2017 

Day: 

Friday 

Time: 

7:12 PM 

• This is the same 

episode from 

BuzzFeedVideo. 

10  

 

Shared Tweet of 

Zach  

 

• Shared post 

featured a 

bonus video 

from previous 

Try Guy video, 

in celebration 

of Squad 

War’s success 

Date: 

01/29/2017 

Day: 

Sunday 

Time: 

2:37 PM 

• It linked the tweet 

of Zach regarding 

the announcement. 

• The announcement 

referred to a 

previous video of 

the Try Guys. 



• It linked a 

Twitter-

exclusive 

video. 

• The 

announcement 

referred to a 

previous video 

of the Try 

Guys, The Try 

Guys Try 

Magic Mike 

Stripping” 

11 Facebook Live of 

Try Guys interview 

with The 

Hollywood 

Reporter 

 

• Shared 

Facebook Live 

of the Try 

Guys interview  

from The 

Hollywood 

Reporter 

Facebook page 

Date: 

01/30/2017 

Day: 

Monday 

Time: 

4:33 PM 

• Status update 

tagged The 

Hollywood Report 

• Status update used 

the hashtag, 

“#squadwarsshow” 



12 Facebook Live of 

Try Guys interview 

with What’s 

Trending 

 

• Shared 

Facebook Live 

of the Try 

Guys interview 

from What’s 

Trending 

Facebook page 

Date: 

02/01/2017 

Day: 

Wednesday 

Time: 

3:37 PM 

• Status update 

tagged The 

Hollywood Report 

• Status update used 

the hashtag, 

“#SquadWarsSho

w” 

13  

 

• Re-shared 

Facebook Live 

of the Try 

Guys interview 

from What’s 

Trending 

Facebook page 

Date: 

02/01/2017 

Day: 

Wednesday 

Time: 

3:58 PM 

• The re-sharing of 

the link only 

differed in the 

status update. 

14 BuzzFeed Quiz 

entitled, “Which 

Try Guy Are 

You?” 

 

• The post links 

to a Quiz on 

the BuzzFeed 

website.  

• The quiz 

allows users to 

see who they 

would most 

Date: 

02/02/2017 

Day: 

Thursday 

Time: 

11:50 AM 

• They used the 

official publicity 

material for Squad 

Wars for the cover 

of the quiz.   



likely be from 

the Try Guys.  

15 New episode 

entitled, “The Try 

Guys Wear Boob 

Weights For A 

Day” 

 

• The post is an 

added episode 

entitled, “The 

Try Guys Wear 

Boob Weights 

For A Day”. 

• It adhered to 

the format of 

The Try Guys 

trying new 

things. In this 

case, they tried 

on boob 

weights.  

 

  

Date: 

02/05/2017 

Day: 

Sunday 

Time: 

10:00 AM 

• This is the same 

episode from 

BuzzFeedVideo. 

• The page 

commented on this 

post with a link to 

the Squad Wars 

playlist. 

 

16 Shared Screenshot 

of Tweet from 

Zach’s Facebook 

Page 

• This featured a 

screenshot of 

Zach’s Tweet 

from his 

Facebook Page 

Date: 

02/06/2017 

Day: 

Monday 

Time: 

• Zach’s Facebook 

Page was linked 



 

• This post was 

shared 

following the 

trending topic 

on The 

Bachelor 

4:30 PM 

17 Short video of Try 

Guys removing 

their bras 

 

• This post is an 

extended 

montage taken 

from the 

previous Try 

Guys episode, 

The Try Guys 

Wear Boob 

Weights For A 

Day. 

• It had the 

headline, “The 

best part of the 

day”. 

Date: 

02/09/2017 

Day: 

Thursday 

Time: 

3:07 PM 

• The video tagged 

the individual 

Facebook pages of 

the Try Guys.  

18 Shared video from 

Today’s Kathie 

• Today’s Kathie 

Lee and Hoda 

featured the 

Date: 

02/10/2017 

Day: 

• Post was from 

their previous 

episode, The Try 



Lee and Hoda 

Facebook Page 

 

previous Try 

Guys episode, 

The Try Guys 

Wear Boob 

Weights For A 

Day. 

Friday 

Time: 

3:51 PM 

Guys Wear Boob 

Weights For A 

Day. 

19 Short Teaser for 

Squad Wars 

 

• One-second 

preview and 

teaser for new 

episode of 

Squad Wars. 

Date: 

02/14/2017 

Day: 

Tuesday 

Time: 

11:45 AM 

• Status update used 

the hashtag, 

“#SquadWars” 

• Status update links 

to the Squad Wars 

BuzzFeedVideo 

playlist on 

YouTube.  

20 New episode 

entitled, "The Try 

Guys Prank Each 

Other // Presented 

by Warner Bros. 

Pictures Fist Fight” 

• Post is a shared 

post from own 

page for their 

episode,” The 

Try Guys 

Prank Each 

Other // 

Presented by 

Warner Bros. 

Date: 

02/15/2017 

Day: 

Wednesday 

Time: 

4:31 PM 

• The post was 

shared from own 

page; it was not 

directly uploaded 

as a new episode. 



 

Pictures Fist 

Fight” 

• It adhered to 

the format of 

The Try Guys 

trying new 

things. In this 

case, they tried 

pranking each 

other, under 

the advice of 

the cast 

members of 

Fist Fight.  

• There were 

guest 

appearances 

made by the 

Fist Fight cast 

members: Ice 

Cube, Tracy 

Morgan, and 

Charlie Day. 



21 Valentine’s Day 

Greeting 

 

• Try Guys greet 

users a Happy 

Valentine’s 

Day day 

through a 

photo collage  

Date: 

02/15/2017 

Day: 

Wednesday 

Time: 

8:19 PM 

• The status update 

tags the 

photographer, JD 

Renes 

Photographer 

22 Short Teaser for 

Squad Wars 

 

• Two-second 

preview and 

teaser for new 

episode of 

Squad Wars. 

Date: 

02/21/2017 

Day: 

Tuesday 

Time: 

11:53 AM 

• Status update used 

the hashtag, 

“#SquadWars” 

• Status update links 

to the Squad Wars 

BuzzFeedVideo 

playlist on 

YouTube. 

23 New episode 

entitled, “The Try 

Guys Try Virtual 

Reality” 

 

• It adhered to 

the format of 

The Try Guys 

trying new 

things. In this 

case, they tried 

virtual reality 

technology.  

Date: 

02/21/2017 

Day: 

Tuesday 

Time: 

5:02 PM 

• This is the same 

episode from 

BuzzFeedBlue. 

• It’s an added 

episode on the 

Facebook Page. 



24 Status update with 

a photo for 

YouTube Live 

 

• Status update 

that served as 

an 

announcement 

for YouTube 

Live special of 

the Try Guys 

in honor of free 

episode of 

Squad Wars. 

Date: 

02/22/2017 

Day: 

Wednesday 

Time: 

10:30 AM 

• The page 

commented to 

thank JD Renes 

Photography for 

the picture. 

25 Status update for 

the YouTube Live 

 

• It announced 

the upcoming 

YouTube Live.  

Date: 

02/23/2017 

Day: 

Thursday 

Time: 

12:44 PM 

• Status update 

linked the 

YouTube Live. 

26 Shared link for 

YouTube Live 

 

• It shared a link 

for the 

audience to 

watch the 

YouTube Live.  

Date: 

02/23/2017 

Day: 

Thursday 

Time: 

5:16 PM 

 



27 Short Teaser for 

Squad Wars 

 

• Three-second 

preview and 

teaser for new 

episode of 

Squad Wars. 

Date: 

03/01/2017 

Day: 

Wednesday 

Time: 

3:58 PM 

• Status update used 

the hashtag, 

“#SquadWars” 

• Status update links 

to the Squad Wars 

BuzzFeedVideo 

playlist on 

YouTube. 

28 New episode 

entitled, “We Took 

a Friendship DNA 

Test” 

 

• It adhered to 

the format of 

The Try Guys 

trying new 

things. In this 

case, they tried 

a friendship 

DNA test.   

Date: 

03/05/2017 

Day: 

Sunday 

Time: 

10:00 AM 

• It’s an added 

episode on the 

Facebook Page. 

29 Shared video from 

The Dudesons 

 

• It’s a shared 

video from The 

Dudesons 

Facebook 

Page. 

• This video 

features Zach 

Date: 

03/09/2017 

Day: 

Thursday 

Time: 

1:49 PM 

• The page linked 

the entire 

YouTube video in 

the comments 

section, 

 

 



in celebration 

for the newest 

episode of 

Squad Wars.  

 

 

30 New video upload 

entitled, “Meet The 

Man Who Banned 

"Beauty and The 

Beast" 

 

 

• The video is a 

Facebook-

exclusive 

upload entitled, 

“Meet The 

Man Who 

Banned 

"Beauty and 

The Beast" 

“ 

Date: 

03/10/2017 

Day: 

Friday 

Time: 

1:30 PM 

• It’s an added video 

on the Facebook 

Page. 

31 New episode 

entitled, “The Try 

Guys Try Sexy 

Alcoholic Drinks” 

 

• It adhered to 

the format of 

The Try Guys 

trying new 

things. In this 

case, they tried 

various sexy 

alcoholic 

drinks. 

Date: 

03/12/2017 

Day: 

Sunday 

Time: 

11:30 AM 

• It’s an added 

episode on the 

Facebook Page. 



32 New video upload 

entitled, “Reasons 

to Ban Every 

Country" 

 

• The video is a 

Facebook-

exclusive 

upload entitled, 

“Reasons to 

Ban Every 

Country " 

• This video 

upload is 

similar to the 

previous 

videos 

featuring 

Keith.   

Date: 

03/17/2017 

Day: 

Friday 

Time: 

8:38 PM 

• It’s an added video 

on the Facebook 

Page. 

33 New video, “The 

Four Types of 

Friends You Have 

• The Try Guys” 

 

 

• This short 

video featured 

The Try Guys 

acting as 4 

different types 

of friends. 

Date: 

03/19/2017 

Day: 

Sunday 

Time: 

11:52 AM 

• It’s an added video 

on the Facebook 

Page. 

• The page 

commented a link 

to a BuzzFeed quiz 

called, “Which 

Type Of Friend 



Are You In Your 

Group?” 

 

34 Shared video from 

Oh Great, More 

Politics 

 

• This is a shared 

video from Oh 

Great, More 

Politics 

Facebook page 

entitled, “GOP 

Trying To 

Replace 

Obamacare” 

Date: 

03/24/2017 

Day: 

Friday 

Time: 

2:43 PM 

 

35 New video upload 

entitled, “Why We 

Should Defund 

Everything " 

 

• The video is a 

Facebook-

exclusive 

upload entitled, 

“Why We 

Should Defund 

Everything" 

 

Date: 

03/24/2017 

Day: 

Friday 

Time: 

6:00 PM 

• It’s an added video 

on the Facebook 

Page. 

• Status update 

acknowledged the 

free Emoji by 

linking their 

website.  



36 New episode 

entitled, “The Try 

Guys Wear High 

Heels For A Night” 

 

• It adhered to 

the format of 

The Try Guys 

trying new 

things. In this 

case, they tried 

wearing high 

heels. 

Date: 

03/19/2017 

Day: 

Sunday 

Time: 

9:53 AM 

• It’s an added 

episode on the 

Facebook Page. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



APPENDIX K 

Selection and Scheduling of Videos on the BuzzFeedVideo YouTube Channel 

 

# Title of 

Video 

Selection Scheduling  Remarks  

1  

Squad Wars 

Bonus – Try 

Guys Try 

Hosting 

• It introduced the 

Squad Wars series. 

• It served as a 

promotion of Squad 

Wars in a form of a 

bonus video. 

• There’s a guest 

appearance made by 

celebrity-host Howie 

Mendel. 

Date: 

01/19/2017 

Day: 

Thursday 

Time: 

8:20 AM 

• It slightly deviated 

from its usual 

content by 

featuring pre-

recorded videos to 

introduce and 

promote Squad 

Wars. 

2 Trump Grill 

Taste Test • 

The Try 

Guys 

• It adhered to the 

format of The Try 

Guys trying new 

things. In this case, 

they tried the food of 

Trump’s restaurant in 

New York. 

Date: 

01/26/2017 

Day: 

Thursday 

Time: 

6:30 PM 

• This was uploaded 

a week after 

Trump’s 

inauguration as the 

US president. 

• It included pre-

recorded videos of 

Eugene and Zach 



• Its content was 

connected to what was 

trending at that time: 

Trump’s election as 

US president.  

at the Women’s 

March 2017.  

• The end screen 

linked a previous 

Try Guy video 

which featured 

President Trump 

as subject of the 

video.    

3 The Try 

Guys Wear 

Boob 

Weights For 

A Day 

• It adhered to the format 

of The Try Guys trying 

new things. In this 

case, they tried on 

boob weights.  

• This video was 

uploaded after a viral 

video featured men 

wearing weights on 

their chests to simulate 

having boobs. 

 

Date: 

02/05/2017 

Day: 

Sunday 

Time: 

8:45 AM 

• One of the end 

screens linked a 

previous Try Guys 

video. 

• They specially 

thanked Crossfit 

Ganbatte for their 

video. 

4 The Try 

Guys Prank 

• It adhered to the format 

of The Try Guys trying 

Date: 

02/15/2017 

• This video was 

presented by 



Each Other 

// Presented 

By Warner 

Bros. 

Pictures Fist 

Fight 

new things. In this 

case, they tried 

pranking each other, 

under the advice of the 

cast members of Fist 

Fight.   

• There were guest 

appearances made by 

the Fist Fight cast 

members: Ice Cube, 

Tracy Morgan, and 

Charlie Day.  

Day: 

Wednesday 

Time: 

9:00 AM 

Warner Bros. 

Pictures movie, 

Fist Fight. 

• The end screens 

had two links: (1) 

Try Guys playlist 

and (2) one 

previous Try Guys 

video.  

5 The Try 

Guys React 

To Their 

New Show - 

Squad Wars 

(LIVE) 

• It is a live stream of 

the interview with The 

Try Guys while 

simultaneously 

viewing the behind the 

scenes footage of the 

free Squad Wars 

episode (Sample 6).  

Date: 

02/23/2017 

Day: 

Thursday 

Time: 

4:46 PM 

• The live stream 

lasted for 38 

minutes long. 

6 The Try 

Guys 90s 

Boyband 

• This video is the 5th 

episode of Squad 

Date: 

02/23/2017 

Day: 

• There’s no end 

screen to link 



Music 

Video 

Challenge 

Wars, available for 

free. 

• It is a 25-minute long 

episode. 

Thursday 

Time: 

7:58 PM 

previous The Try 

Guys videos.  

7  The Try 

Guys Take 

A 

Friendship 

DNA Test  

• It adhered to the 

format of The Try 

Guys trying new 

things. In this case, 

they tried a friendship 

DNA test.   

Date: 

03/05/2017 

Day: 

Sunday 

Time: 

7:00 AM 

• The end screen 

linked a playlist of 

all of their 

previous videos in 

the 

BuzzFeedVideo 

channel.  

8 The Try 

Guys Sexy 

Alcohol 

Taste Test 

• It adhered to the 

format of The Try 

Guys trying new 

things. In this case, 

they tried various sexy 

alcoholic drinks. 

Date: 

03/12/2017 

Day: 

Sunday 

Time: 

9:00 AM 

• The end screen 

linked a playlist of 

all of their 

previous videos in 

the 

BuzzFeedVideo 

channel. 

9 Four Types 

Of Friends 

You Have • 

Try Guys 

• This short video 

featured The Try Guys 

acting as 4 different 

types of friends.  

Date: 

03/19/2017 

Day: 

Sunday 

Time: 

• There were no end 

screens that links 

to previous videos.   



11:00 AM 

10 The Try 

Guys Wear 

High Heels 

For A Night 

• It adhered to the format 

of The Try Guys trying 

new things. In this 

case, they tried 

wearing high heels. 

Date: 

03/26/2017 

Day: 

Sunday 

Time: 

11:00 AM 

• There were no end 

screens that links 

to previous videos.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



APPENDIX L 

The Try Guys Facebook Page References to YouTube Viewing Page 

 

# Web Post  Did it 

refer to 

the The 

Try Guys 

YouTube 

channel? 

(Y/N) 

How did it refer to the 

The Try Guys 

YouTube channel? 

Remarks 

1 Photo of the Try Guys 

on NBC show, 

Today’s Kathie Lee 

and Hoda 

 

N N/A N/A 

2 Shared link from 

Today’s website 

which featured a 

video clip of the Try 

Guys 

N N/A • The 

Facebook 

page 

commented a 

link to the 



 

 

uploaded 

YouTube 

version of 

the video 

from Today. 

3 Shared link from 

BuzzFeedVideo that 

featured new episode 

on YouTube 

 

 

Y • Post shared a link 

directly from the 

BuzzFeedVideo 

YouTube channel. 

 

4 Uploaded a photo of 

the Try Guys wearing 

and selling their new 

merchandise 

 

N N/A N/A 



5 Status update with 

main poster of Squad 

Wars 

 

Y • The post linked 

the preview of the 

first episode of 

Squad Wars on the 

BuzzFeedVideo 

channel. 

 

6 Facebook Live of the 

Try Guys viewing 

first episode of Squad 

Wars   

 

N N/A N/A 

7 

 

N N/A N/A 

8 Picture of the Try 

Guys 

 

N N/A N/A 



9 New episode entitled, 

“Trump Grill Taste 

Test • The Try Guys”

 

N N/A N/A 

10 Shared Tweet of Zach  

 

N N/A N/A 

11 Facebook Live of Try 

Guys interview with 

The Hollywood 

Reporter 

 

N N/A N/A 

12 Facebook Live of Try 

Guys interview with 

What’s Trending 

N N/A N/A 



 

13 BuzzFeed Quiz 

entitled, “Which Try 

Guy Are You?” 

 

N N/A N/A 

14 New episode entitled, 

“The Try Guys Wear 

Boob Weights For A 

Day” 

 

N N/A • The status 

update linked 

the Squad 

Wars playlist 

from 

YouTube 

Red. 



15 Shared Screenshot of 

Tweet from Zach’s 

Facebook Page 

 

N N/A N/A 

16 Short video of Try 

Guys removing their 

bras 

 

N N/A N/A 

17 Shared video from 

Today’s Kathie Lee 

and Hoda Facebook 

Page 

 

N N/A N/A 



18 Short Teaser for 

Squad Wars 

 

N N/A • The status 

update linked 

the Squad 

Wars playlist 

from 

YouTube 

Red. 

19 New episode 

entitled, ” The Try 

Guys Prank Each 

Other // Presented By 

Warner Bros. Pictures 

Fist Fight” 

 

N N/A N/A 

20 Valentine’s Day 

Greeting 

 

N N/A N/A 



21 Short Teaser for 

Squad Wars 

 

N N/A • The status 

update linked 

the Squad 

Wars playlist 

from 

YouTube 

Red. 

22 New episode entitled, 

“The Try Guys Try 

Virtual Reality” 

 

N N/A N/A 

23 Status update with a 

photo for YouTube 

Live 

 

Y • The status update 

announced their 

YouTube Live.  

 



24 Status update for the 

YouTube Live 

 

Y • The status update 

linked the 

YouTube Live.  

 

25 Shared link for 

YouTube Live 

 

Y The status update 

linked the YouTube 

Live with a still 

preview.  

 

26 Short Teaser for 

Squad Wars 

 

N N/A • The status 

update linked 

the Squad 

Wars playlist 

from 

YouTube 

Red. 

27 New episode entitled, 

“We Took A 

Friendship DNA 

Test” 

N N/A N/A 



 

28 Shared video from 

The Dudesons 

 

N N/A • Facebook 

page 

commented 

the link to 

The 

Dudeson’s 

video on 

YouTube.  

29 New video upload 

entitled, “Meet The 

Man Who Banned 

"Beauty And The 

Beast" 

 

 

N N/A N/A 



30 New episode entitled, 

“The Try Guys Try 

Sexy Alcoholic 

Drinks” 

 

N N/A N/A 

31 New video upload 

entitled, “Reasons To 

Ban Every Country" 

 

N N/A N/A 

32 New video, “The 

Four Types of Friends 

You Have • The Try 

Guys” 

 

N N/A N/A 



 

33 Shared video from Oh 

Great, More Politics 

 

N N/A N/A 

35 New video upload 

entitled, “Why We 

Should Defund 

Everything " 

 

N N/A N/A 

34 New episode entitled, 

“The Try Guys Wear 

High Heels For A 

Night” 

N N/A N/A 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



APPENDIX M 

The Try Guys YouTube Viewing Page References to Facebook page 

 

# Title of Video Did it refer to the 

The Try Guys 

Facebook Page? 

(Y/N) 

How did it refer to 

the The Try Guys 

Facebook Page? 

(Form and 

Screenshot) 

Remarks 

1 Squad Wars 

Bonus – Try 

Guys Try Hosting 

 

N N/A N/A 

2 Trump Grill 

Taste Test • The 

Try Guys 

N N/A N/A 

3 The Try Guys 

Wear Boob 

Weights For A 

Day 

N N/A N/A 

4 The Try Guys 

Prank Each Other 

// Presented By 

Warner Bros. 

N N/A N/A 



Pictures Fist 

Fight 

5 The Try Guys 90s 

Boyband Music 

Video Challenge 

N N/A N/A 

6 The Try Guys 

React To Their 

New Show - 

Squad Wars 

(LIVE) 

N N/A N/A 

7  The Try Guys 

Take A 

Friendship DNA 

Test  

N N/A N/A 

8 The Try Guys 

Sexy Alcohol 

Taste Test 

N N/A N/A 

9 Four Types Of 

Friends You 

Have • Try Guys 

N N/A N/A 

10 The Try Guys 

Wear High Heels 

For A Night 

N N/A N/A 



APPENDIX N 

The Try Guys Facebook page Squad Wars References 

 

# Web Post  Did it 

refer to 

the 

Squad 

Wars? 

(Y/N) 

How did it refer to the Squad 

Wars? 

Remarks 

1 Photo of the Try 

Guys on NBC show, 

Today’s Kathie Lee 

and Hoda 

 

Y • The status update used the 

hashtag, “#SquadWars” 

 

 

2 Shared link from 

Today’s website 

which featured a 

video clip of the Try 

Guys 

Y • The video featured the 

previews for the 

upcoming Squad Wars. 

 

 



 

3 Shared link from 

BuzzFeedVideo that 

featured new 

episode on YouTube 

 

 

Y • The status update 

mentioned Squad Wars. 

 

 

4 Uploaded a photo of 

the Try Guys 

wearing and selling 

their new 

merchandise 

 

N N/A N/A 



5 Status update with 

main poster of 

Squad Wars 

 

Y • This is the official 

publicity material for 

Squad Wars. 

• The status update shared 

about the experiences of 

the Try Guys shooting for 

Squad Wars. 

• The status update links to 

the Squad Wars playlist. 

 

 

 

6 Facebook Live of 

the Try Guys 

viewing first episode 

of Squad Wars   

 

Y • The Facebook Live 

features the viewing of 

the first episode of Squad 

Wars with the Try Guys  

 

 

7 Squad Wars cover 

photo  

Y • This is a cover photo to 

promote Squad Wars 

 



 

• It includes the schedule of 

the episode releases and 

where the audience can 

watch it. 

 

8 Picture of the Try 

Guys 

 

N N/A • The status 

update with 

a photo 

used the 

word, 

“squad” 

which may 

suggest 

Squad 

Wars. 

9 New episode 

entitled, “Trump 

Grill Taste Test • 

N N/A  N/A 



The Try Guys”

 

10 Shared Tweet of 

Zach  

 

Y • Shared tweet mentions 

Squad Wars 

• Relates success of Squad 

Wars to the posting of the 

extended video from Try 

Guys Try Magic Mike 

Stripping 

 

11 Facebook Live of 

Try Guys interview 

with The Hollywood 

Reporter 

 

Y • The shared video is an 

interview with the Try 

Guys talking about their 

new series, Squad Wars.  

• It used the hashtag, 

“#squadwarshow” 

 

• This was 

shared from 

the 

Facebook 

page of The 

Hollywood 

Reporter. 

12 Facebook Live of 

Try Guys interview 

 • The shared video is an 

interview with the Try 

• This was 

shared from 

the 



with What’s 

Trending 

 

Guys talking about their 

new series, Squad Wars.  

• It used the hashtag, 

“#SquadWarsShow” 

 

Facebook 

page of 

What’s 

Trending. 

13  

 

Y • The shared video is an 

interview with the Try 

Guys talking about their 

new series, Squad Wars.  

 

 

14 BuzzFeed Quiz 

entitled, “Which Try 

Guy Are You?” 

Y • The preview picture of 

the BuzzFeed quiz is the 

official publicity material 

of Squad Wars. 

 



  

15 New episode 

entitled, “The Try 

Guys Wear Boob 

Weights For A Day” 

 

Y • The Facebook page 

commented a link to the 

Squad Wars playlist on 

YouTube Red. 

• The last 4 seconds of the 

video showed a 

promotion of Squad 

Wars.

 

 

 

16 Shared Screenshot 

of Tweet from 

Zach’s Facebook 

Page 

N N/A N/A 



 

17 Short video of Try 

Guys removing their 

bras 

 

N N/A N/A 

18 Shared video from 

Today’s Kathie Lee 

and Hoda Facebook 

Page 

 

N N/A N/A 

19 Short Teaser for 

Squad Wars 

Y • It is a preview for new 

episode of Squad Wars.  

 



 

• It used the hashtag, 

“#SquadWars”. 

• Status update includes the 

link to Squad Wars 

playlist on YouTube Red. 

 

20 New episode 

entitled,” The Try 

Guys Prank Each 

Other // Presented 

By Warner Bros. 

Pictures Fist Fight” 

 

N N/A N/A 

21 Valentine’s Day 

Greeting 

N N/A N/A 



 

22 Short Teaser for 

Squad Wars 

 

Y • It is a preview for new 

episode of Squad Wars.  

• It used the hashtag, 

“#SquadWars”. 

• Status update includes the 

link to Squad Wars 

playlist on YouTube Red. 

 

 

23 New episode 

entitled, “The Try 

Guys Try Virtual 

Reality” 

N N/A  N/A 



 

24 Status update with a 

photo for YouTube 

Live 

 

 • Status update is an 

announcement for the 

YouTube Live of the Try 

Guys in honor of that 

week’s free Squad Wars 

episode  

 

 

25 Status update for the 

YouTube Live 

 

N N/A 

 

N/A 

26 Shared link for 

YouTube Live 

Y • The status update with a 

preview shows what’s in-

store for the users during 

the YouTube Live of the 

 



 

the Try Guys reaction of 

free episode.  

 

27 Short Teaser for 

Squad Wars 

 

 • It is a preview for new 

episode of Squad Wars.  

• It used the hashtag, 

“#SquadWars”. 

• Status update includes the 

link to Squad Wars 

playlist on YouTube Red. 

 

 

 

28 New episode 

entitled, “We Took 

A Friendship DNA 

Test” 

 • On the last 20 seconds, 

Keith introduced Squad 

Wars and the new episode 

of Squad Wars. 

 



 

 

29 Shared video from 

The Dudesons 

 

N N/A N/A 

30 New video upload 

entitled, “Meet The 

Man Who Banned 

"Beauty And The 

Beast" 

 

 

N N/A N/A 

31 New episode 

entitled, “The Try 

 • On the last 30 seconds of 

the video, Keith and Zach 

 



Guys Try Sexy 

Alcoholic Drinks” 

 

introduced Squad Wars 

and its new episode. 

 

• At 6:56, YouTube Red 

had its own space for a 

quick promotion of 

YouTube Red original 

series.  

 

32 New video upload 

entitled, “Reasons 

To Ban Every 

Country" 

 

N N/A N/A 

33 New video, “The 

Four Types of 

 • At the end of the video, 

Eugene and Keith 

 



Friends You Have • 

The Try Guys” 

 

 

introduced the new 

episode of Squad Wars 

and its new episode.

 

 

34 Shared video from 

Oh Great, More 

Politics 

 

N N/A N/A 

35 New video upload 

entitled, “Why We 

Should Defund 

Everything " 

 

N N/A N/A 



36 New episode 

entitled, “The Try 

Guys Wear High 

Heels For A Night” 

 

Y • At the end of the video, 

Ned and Keith introduced 

the new episode of Squad 

Wars. 

 

There were two end 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



APPENDIX O 

The Try Guys YouTube Viewing Page Squad Wars References 

 

# Title of Video Did it 

refer to 

the Squad 

Wars? 

(Y/N) 

How did it refer to the 

The Try Guys YouTube 

channel? 

(Form and Screenshot) 

Remarks 

1 Squad Wars Bonus 

– Try Guys Try 

Hosting 

 

Y • The video was an 

introduction to 

Squad Wars.   

 

• It showed previews 

of upcoming Squad 

Wars episodes.

 

• It had an end screen 

that linked users to 

the the YouTube 

• It stayed true 

to the format 

of The Try 

Guys trying 

different things 

but it 

incorporated 

the promotion 

of Squad Wars 

by making The 

Try Guys try 

hosting for 

their upcoming 

series, Squad 

Wars. 



Red page.

 

• The description box 

linked the YouTube 

Red page twice.  

 

 

2 Trump Grill Taste 

Test • The Try 

Guys 

Y • The end screen 

included a link to 

their previous video, 

“Squad Wars Bonus 

– Try Guys Try 

Hosting”.  

 

• The previous 

video 

introduced and 

promoted the 

Squad Wars. 



3 The Try Guys Wear 

Boob Weights For 

A Day 

Y • The end screen 

included two links: 

(1) 1 episode of 

Squad Wars and (2) 

playlist of Squad 

Wars episodes 

 

• The final 5 seconds 

of the video featured 

a promotion of 

Squad Wars. 

 

 

4 The Try Guys 

Prank Each Other // 

Presented By 

Warner Bros. 

Pictures Fist Fight 

N N/A N/A 



5 The Try Guys React 

To Their New 

Show - Squad Wars 

(LIVE) 

Y • The live stream was 

an interview with 

The Try Guys. 

 

•  It showed clips and 

behind the scenes 

footage from the 

fifth episode. 

•  

This live stream 

was followed by 

the upload of the 

fifth episode, 

which was 

available for free.  

5 The Try Guys 90s 

Boyband Music 

Video Challenge 

Y • The whole video 

was the fifth episode 

of Squad Wars.

 

• The end screen 

included a link to 

the playlist of Squad 

Wars episodes. 

 



 

 

7  The Try Guys Take 

A Friendship DNA 

Test  

Y On the last 20 

seconds, Keith 

introduced Squad 

Wars and the new 

episode of Squad 

Wars. 

 

• The end screen 

linked the Squad 

Wars playlist. 

 

 

8 The Try Guys Sexy 

Alcohol Taste Test 

Y • On the last 30 

seconds of the 

video, Keith and 

Zach introduced 

 



Squad Wars and its 

new episode. 

 

• At 6:56, YouTube 

Red had its own 

space for a quick 

promotion of 

YouTube Red 

original series.  

 

• The end screen 

linked the Squad 

Wars playlist. 

 

9 Four Types Of 

Friends You Have • 

Try Guys 

Y • At the end of the 

video, Eugene and 

Keith introduced the 

 



new episode of 

Squad Wars and its 

new episode.

 

• There were two end 

screens: (1) link to 

new episode and (2) 

link to Squad Wars 

playlist. 

 

10 The Try Guys Wear 

High Heels For A 

Night 

 • At the end of the 

video, Ned and 

Keith introduced the 

new episode of 

Squad Wars. 

 

This was the last 

video they 

promoted Squad 

Wars. 



• There were two end 

screens: (1) link to 

new episode and (2) 

link to Squad Wars 

playlist. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 


